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PRESENTATION 

Cette quatrieme livraison de "Changement social et technologie en Europe" 
se situe dans le prolongement du premier numero. Il en constitue a la 
Bois une actualisation et un approfondissement. 

Ainsi, apres un second numero consacre a une synthase des etudes portant 
sur la relation technologie d'information-chamage et une bibliographie 
thematique (numero 3), le present bulletin regroupe de nouvelles contri
butions des correspondants nationaux du Pool Europeen d'Etudes. Six pays 
sont maintenant presentes, d'une fa9on sensiblement plus homogene et done 
plus directement compar.ables que dans le premier Bulletin. Des situations 
nationales specifiques, l'inegale disponibilite des informations ainsi que 
le comblement de certains des ecarts qui existaient dans le premier numero 
conduisent toutefois au maintien d'une heterogeneite encore importante des 
cont ri but ions. 

- Le rapport relatif a la Republique Federale d'Allemagne (Willi POHLER) 
couvre la periode allant de juin a decembre 1981. Il actualise, de fa9on 
systematique et selon le m~e schema, le texte de septembre 1981. 

- Le texte fran9ais (Olivier PASTRE) doit sa specificite a la recente 
reorientation de la politique nationale. Il presente les axes de develop
pement de la nouvelle po1itique gouvernementale dans le domaine qui nous 
concerne, couvrant ainsi la periode posterieure au 10 mai 1981 (date de 
!'election du nouveau President de la Republique). 

- Le rapport italien (Pao1o-Mario PIACENTINI) constitue surtout un 
approfondissement du texte d'aoftt 1981. 
De ce point de vue, il prend place au c6te des r.apports relatifs aux trois 
autres "grands" pays qui se trouvaient dans le premier Bulletin. 

- La contribution relative aux Pays-Bas (Ray JURKOVICH) presente le 
recent rapport RATHENAU et rend compte d'une serie d'interviews menees aupres 
de certains partenaires sociaux. 

- Quelques aspects de la situation belge sont presentee dans la premiere 
contribution de R. BLANPAIN. La "couverture" de ce pays sera peu a peu ·n'lEmee~ · 
a b-ien. 

- Enfin, le texte relatif au Roya.ume-Uni (Kurt HOFFMAN et Ian MILES) 
actualise point par point 1e ra1JiJOrt precedent. Il couvre la periode octobre
decembre 1981. Il presente egalement, de fa9on tres concrete, la situation 
dans quelques secteurs des services ainsi que dans l'industrie manufacturiere. 

Bernard RUFFIEUX 
Consultant pour L1 E.P.O.S. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The fourth issue of "Social Change and Technology in Europe" is in fact a 
continuation of the first one. At the same time it updates and developes it. 

So having devoted the second issue to a synthesis of the studies dealing 
with the relationship between information technology and unemployment, and 
the third one with a thematic bibliography, this bulletin brings together 
new contributions from the national correspondants of the E.P.O.S. 
Six countries are now represented in a appreciably more homogeneous fa
shion and thus Lend themselves more readily to comparison than in the 
first issue. However, specific ~ational sit~ations, the unequal·availabi-
lity of information, as well as the filling inofsome of the gaps which existed~-
in the first issue tend to preserve the still important heterogeneousness " 
of the first contributions. 

The report concerning the Federal Republic of Germany <Willi Pohler> 
covers the period from June to December 1981. It systematically updates 
with the same scheme the previous text of September 1981. 

The French contribution (Olivier Pastre> owes its specificity to the recent 
reorientation of national policies. It presents the lines of development of 
the new government policies concerning our field, thus covering the period 
from the 10th May onwards (date of the election of the new President of the 
Republic). 

The Italian report (Paolo-Maria Piacentini) is essentially a development of 
the August' 81 text. As a result of this it now takes its place with the 
other three "major" national reports to be found in the first bulletin. 

The contribution about the Netherlands (Ray Jurkovich) exmaines the recent 
Rathenau report and gives an account of a series of interviews with some 
of the social partners. 

Certain aspects of the Belgian situation are presented in the first contri
bution of R. Blanpain. The survey of this country will be completed bit 
by bit. 

Finally, the text about the United Kingdom (Kurt Hoffman and Ian Miles) 
updates point by point the previous report. It covers the period from 
October to December 1981. It also presents, in a very concrete way, the 
situation in certain sectors of the service industries and manufacturing 
industries. 

Bernard RUFFIEUX 
Consultant for the E.P.O.S. 

.. 
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QU1 ES~E QUE L'E.P.o.s. ? 

Sur proposition de la Commission, le Comite permanent de l'Emploi 
a donne un avis favorable a la creation d'un Pool European d 1Etudes et 
d'Analyses (E.P.o.s.) dans le domaine de la nouvelle technologie d'in
formation et de l'emploi • 

Ce Pool a trois fonctions principales l 

rassembler et evaluer les recherches effectuees et les experiences 
significatives au niveau national ; 

- diffuser et comparer ces activites de recherche et ces experiences, en 
mettant des syntheses a la disposition de ceux qui participant aux 
debats politiques et scientifiques, tout particulierement les parte
nai res socia ux 

- orienter, pour le futur, les etudes et analyses faotuelles et prospec
tives. 

Actuellement, le travail du Pool consiste essentiellement en la realisation 
d'une base documentaire, de bibliographies commentees et du present bulletin. 

WHAT IS THE E.P.o.s. ? 

The Permanent Employment Committee was in favour of the Commission's 
proposal to set up an European Pool of Studies and Analyses (E.P.o.s.) 
in the field of new information technology and employment. 

The Pool has three main functions : 

- to collect and evaluate completed research and significant developments 
at national level, 

- to compare and circulate the results of such research and developments, 
by malting summaries available to those who take part in political and 
scientific d.:::~:....tes, in particular employers and trade unions, 

- to play a more directional role, in future, vis a vis factual studies 
and analyses. 

At the moment, the Pool is essentially working on the preparation of a 
data bank, on annotated bibliographies, surveys and on the current 
bulletin. 
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Summary: 

This report contains summaries of one major report on the social and eco

nomic implications of microelectronics in the Netherlands and rough sket

ches of the positions of various parties. In the latter case interviews 

were conducted with a small number of government employees, representa

tives of the major employer's association, three officials of the Federa

tion of Dutch Unions (FNV). During the process of collecting reports and 

conducting interviews it became clear that the level of activity has been 

increqsing. After the appearance of a major report in late 1979 the trans

lation into concrete measures has only started recently. During the "lag 

period", however, there has been a great deal of discussion and debate 

about the implications of microelectronics for society. During this pe

riod it appears that efforts were made to establish committees which were 

charged with the task of seriously coming to grips with the problems and 

opportunities connected with the application of microelectronics. The net

work of informants is considerably larger than what was originally anti

cipated and it was thus not possiLi~ to obtain information from every or

ganization and individual involved with microelectronics. Furthermore, 

there is a small moutain of reports which have been prepared by both go

vernmental and private institutions and due to limitations of time we 

have not been able ~o examine all of them. Discussions of some government 

reports are either completely absent (e.g. the report ori Information Poli

cy) or referred to witl. 1t a detailed discussion (e.g., the government's 

position on the content of the Rathenau Report). Effort was devoted to 

obtaining a rough sketch of as many developments as possible and not·an 

in-depth description of each one. In forthcoming reports in-depth descrip

tions of selected relevant recent developments will be provided. 
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Government Activities 

The report which has received a considerable amount of attention in the 

past few years bears the title The SoaiaZ Consequences of MiaroeZeatro

nics which is most often referred to in the Netherlands as the Rathe-

nau report. This report was prepared under the auspices of the then exis

ting Ministry of Science Policy and was prepared by an ad hoc advisory 

committee chaired by Prof.dr. G.W. Rathenau (emeritus) who in addition 

to his academic experience served for several years as director of the 

Philips Applied Science Laboratory in Eindhoven. The report, 126 pages 

long, consists of seven chapters and four appendices. Chapter 1 provides 

the framework for the rest of the report. One major aspect of this chap

ter is the committee's judgement that since technology is something that 

can be steered and since its implementation carries negative as well as 

positive consequences for society the national government should have an 

active regulation role. Furthermore, eiven the uncertainties, possi

bilities and risks in the mutual relationship between technology and so

ciety government policy should be flexible. 

Chapter 2 - Microelectronics - is an exceptionally clear discussion of 

the historical development of microelectronics, its construction, and 

what the current applications are (including robots). 

Chapter 3 - Possible Consequences for the Dutch Economy - is a discus-

sion of the possible implications for the Dutch economy at the macro, mezo 

and micro levels. Among other things efforts were made to estimate the ef

fects of the implementation of microelectronics on unemployment under two 

conditions - the effects of the implementation of microelectronics together 

with and without government measures (i.e. a restricitive wa~e policy 

and extra investment). In one scenario in which the Hetherlands does 
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not actively go along with the application of microelectronics, unemploy

ment was predicted to rise to nearly one million in the year 2000. While 

the committee stated that the results of the scenarios should be regar

ded with caution due to methodological problems and the presence or ab

sence of certain kinds of data, they stated in the conclusions to this 

chapter that they ''are of the opinion that large scale introduction of 

microelectronics in the coming decade should be regarded as one of the 

most important changes in external factors which will influence the Dutch 

economy''. Finally, the advisory commit tee Made seven recommenda-

tions which are incorporated in chapter 7, the contents of which are pro

vided further up in this report. 

Chapter 4 - the Social and Cultural Influences of ~1icroelectronics -

is concerned primarily with the relationship between work and technology, 

the threat of microelectronics to privacy and freedom, employment securi

ty, the quality of work and whether technology can be guided in the de

sired directions. A "learning strategy" was suggested as a possibility 

in policy formation. That is, policy-making should be open and oriented 

towards the future; goals shoulJ be explicitly kept in mind and systema

tic evaluation should be conducted as a means to continuously adjust po

licy. Furthermore, organizations, institutions and individuals should be 

kept fully informed of the problematics of technology in general and mi

croelectronics , L;. particular in order to stimulate a wider basis of social 

involvement in policy-making (p. 77-78). While there are a number of re

commendations in thi chapter a major recommendation is the establishment 

of a center for technology assessment along the same lines as the Office 

of Technology Assessment in the United States and the VDI Technology cen

ter in West Germany. 

Chapter 5 - Education - is the shortest chapter, 2~ pages. Concrete re-

Q 
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commendations are not made in this chapter. Nevertheless, the advisory 

committee does state that the curriculums at all levels of the education 

system should include courses dealing with the various aspects of infor

mation science as a means to prepare younger generations for a future in 

which the new technology occupies a central role in almost all aspects 

of everyday life. While the advisory group does not explicitly recommend 

more application of microelectronics in educational technology they ex

pect an increase in its use. They warn, however, that the situation should 

not be carried to extremes - e.g. where educational processes take place 

in the home. These kinds of situations fail to recognize the critical so

cial character of education where people" ... learn with each other and 

from each other" (p.83). 

In chapter 6 - Policy - the major themes in the previous chapters are 

pulled together and general policy recommendations are made with the pur

pose of stimulating national action in the areas of technology assessment, 

a microelectronics center, a national information policy, education and 

work and employment. The general policy recommendations are then formed 

into concrete recommendations in chapter 7. 

There are 5 topics in chapter 7 on which specific recommendations are ma

de. These have not been translated in their entirety in all cases but 

the major points in most cases are listed. 

First, on the subject of steering (or guidance) and control the committee 

recommends: 

I. that their activity be continued; 

2. that a discussion take place with Science Council for Government Poli

cy in order to establish a technology assessment center in the near fu-

ture; 

3. that the results from technology assessment be formulated in such a 
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way that members of society can be informed of their results whenever 

they are desired; 

4. in addition to periodical repetitive technology assessment, research 

should begin on the most important consequences of microelectronics 

and their underlying relationships. 

Second, on the extension and intensification of technical expertise in 

microelectronics in the Netherlands, the advisory group recommended that: 

1. a decision, in priniciple, be taken to establish a microelectronics 

center within one year; 

2. in the near future experts be invited to collectively design concrete 

plans for the establishment of the center; 

3. in the very near future cooperation between experts in this area be 

established with the objective to assist small and medium size firms. 

This cooperation and assistence is regarded as a forerunner towards 

the establishment of a center; 

4. awareness programs be developed for the business community; 

5. technological expertise in the area of microelectronics be periodical

ly evaluated. This should be t.~sted by comparing the Dutch situation 

in other industrialized nations; 

6. the lag in the Netherlands concerning the production and use of micro

electronics in products be shortened by government support for advan

ced design of microelectronics components and systems. This can be 

tied in with the policy recommendations found in another major report 

on innovation; 

7. the national government should have a clearer and nationally directed 

policy where it concerns the development of new products and projects 

when there is a relationship with microelectronics. In particular, the 

national government should promote the use of microelectronics in 
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purchasing and project policies whenever the objectives are energy 

and material savings, environmental protection, preservation of em

ploymentlevels, and the humanization of work; 

8. a specialization in software is apparent for the Netherlands given 

its high added value and labor intensive character. The government 

should take supportive measures on this issue: in the short run fi

nancial support should be provided and long run measures should be 

adopted to promote education, especially in the information sciences; 

9. at the international level, the Netherlands should advocate the stan

dardization of interfaces and software standardization, especially 

software application. 

On the topic of work and employment the advisory group made five recom

mendations. These are: 

1. In order to maintain and, if possible, increase the current level of 

employment it is urged that the government follow an explicit innova

tion policy; 

2. Retraining programs and refresher (or upgrading) courses as instruments 

to bring about changes in the labor market mean that the national go

vernment should devote more permanent attention in the past to the 

consequences of implementing microelectronics; 

3. Planning of employment, investment, and education, and there underly

ing relationships, should be promoted. Planning, in which further gui

delines could be provided by the Social Economic Council, should occu

py a central in the government's social policy; 

4. Studies should be conducted on: a. optimal and equitable distribution 

of work in society, b. alternatives to paid work, c. how changes cau

sed by microelectronics in labor stratification and the employment mar

ket should be met. Issues related to the employment market can be ad-
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ressed by the steering committee for the National Program for Employ

ment Market Research. On the issue of incomes the Social Economic Coun

cil should be asked to provide advice; 

5. Research on how microelectronics can be used to promote the humaniza

tion of work regarding health, safety, ergonomic and psychological 

aspects needs to be stimulated. For the choice of specific proposals 

consultation with potential users (e.g. employees) is desireable. The 

Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of Pure Research and the 

national Applied Science Research Organiszation should provide spe

cial support for this and related research. 

Eight recommendations were made concerning education. 

I. Over the short run a broad consultation should take place between edu

cational experts and those interested in social issues with the objec

tive to make proposals regarding permanent education (education perma

nente); 

2. Activity in the area of retraining and refresher courses that are es

pecially directed at dealing with changes in labor stratification need 

to be developed; 

3. Stimulation of microelectronics related disciplines is necessary for 

the purpose of catching up with developments abroad and if this is 

not feasible then to decrease the gap over the short run; 

4. The creation of experts, including teachers, can be accomplished 

through postacademic education and the establishment of special cour

ses. In the lowe1 "nd higher vocational schools this can be accom

plished by retraining and refresher courses. It is urgent that a ar

rangement be found for the different forms of training in th·e system 

and computer sciences; 

5. For other types of education, research should be conducted regarding 
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the consequences for the curriculum when more emphasis is· placed on 

gaining access to knowledge than memorizing it. What are the conse

quences for primary school curricula if they are to prepare people for 

a society in which technology occupies an important place?; 

6. Furthermore,. research should be conducted on the question to the de

gree pupils should be familiarized with modern apparature. It is very 

important in this research that the primary school system be included; 

7. With regard to training programs, some of which have been commercially 

established and some of which are located within firms and elsewhere, 

those which are judged to be competent should be subsidized. They should 

be periodically controlled in order to insure the maintenance of qua

lity; 

8. Efforts should be taken to coordinate the different types of education. 

This should be done by establishing a General Committee for Develop

ment in the information sciences. 

Finally, four general recommendations were made; 

1. Keeping the public informed about new developments deserves special 

attention in order to strengthen support for policy; 

2. The advisory committee urged that the Ministry of Science Policy quick

ly effectuate their plans to establish a committee concerning informa

tion policy. Special attention should be given to the PTT which has a 

major responsibility for the transport and handling of information. 

Guidelines, norms, and controls need to be established for PTT acti

vities and private data banks. At the international level the Nether

lands should advocate guidelines concerning information which spans 

borders (e.g. by way of satellite) which is a threat to the maintenan

ce of national law. Above all, there is the danger of so-called cultu

ral pollution. 

,, 
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This summary of the Rathenau report does not contain a detailed outline 

of the contents of the chapters. Those who are interested in more infor-

mation should consult the English language version which can be obtained 

at the following address and ask for the report bearing the title "The 

social impact of microelectronics": Staats Uitgeverij 
Postbus 20014 
2500 EA THE HAGUE 

(The IBM-number is: 90 12 03174 5; the report costs seventeen guilders.) 

The government's official reaction to the Rathenau report is a 47 page 

document in which a response to each of the recommendations was provi-

ded and, in some cases, the motivation for their position was given. In 

general, the government was quite positive concerning the advisory group's 

recommendations. On the issue of technology assessment, however, the go-

vernment did not regard an institutionalized approach as desireable. Ne-

vertheless, a commitment to stimulate technology assessment was made. On 

the majority of the remaining issues the government promised to set aside 

funds to promote certain activities and to establish committees within 

and between ministeries for the purpose of studying the issues more tho-

roughly. In the first case, for example, funds have been set aside for 

a so-called credit arrangement which provide financial support for pro-

mising initiatives taken by firms desiring to produce highly advanced 

microelectronic components and systems. 

Since the appearance of the Rathenau report and the government's position 

paper there appears .~have been slow progress in working out the ideas 

found in both reports. During this period, however, a number of commit~ 

tees have been established some of which started operating around the 

middle of 1981. The content of one major recommendation has also shif-

ted. Instead of one microelectronics center three have now been sugges-
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ted. The committee charged with preparing a report on the tasks of the 

three centers has just completed their work. During the course of the com

mitte~'s activities Stanford Research Institute was also asked to provide 

advice. While the three centers are to be located nearby the nation's 

Technical universities, the centers are to operate independently. One 

center, however, at Delft is to be located within the nation's Institute 

for Applied Natural Science and will cooperate with the nearby technical 

university. This center has made a small start in January by recruiting 

the first two personnel. In a future report for the Commission special 

emphasis will be devoted to the report dealing with these three centers. 

As far as technology assessment is concerned, research where the social 

implications of the new technology is the major topic is increasing. The 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, for example, is sponsoring re

search conducted at the University of Leiden on the social implications 

of microelectronics on women. This ministry has also contracted Metra 

Ltd. to conduct reviews of the qualitative and quantitative implications 

of microelectronics. The first report, referred to as Metra 1. was com

pleted in 1980 and Metra is now completing their second report. The same 

ministry is also sponsoring research together with the association of 

Dutch Christian Unions on the effects of microelectronics and banks. 

This research is being conducted at Graduate School of Management at 

Delft, the principle investigators are Prof.dr. H. van Dongen and Prof. 

dr. G. Poeth. 

The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment has also set aside funds 

which can be used to improve the health and well-being of work: the sub

sidie applies, among other things, to situations where microelectronics 

imply changes in organizational structures and tasks where job content 
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is threatened. Firms can apply for these funds to hire consultants to 

provide advice for improvements. 

Finally, the Minister of Social Affairs, in a letter to the Employment 

Market Council, stated that there are a number of issues in the Rathenau 

report, the first Metra report, and a report prepared by T. Huppes from 

the University of Groningen which need further clarification for policy

making. The Minister requested the Council to address nine issues, the 

answers to which will be used during tripartite discussions meant to ta

ke a step forwards in the direction of formulating policy concerning the 

social implications of microelectronics. These nine issues are: 

1. the extent to which findings in the Metra 1 report concerning micro

e1ectronics in production processes abroad are and will be applicable 

for the Netherlands; 

2. the amount and tempo in which microelectronics will be implemented in 

Dutch firms and what the effects on employment will be; 

3. the occupational categories and sectors in which the number of jobs 

will increase or decrease as a consequence of the applicati~n of mi

croelectronics; 

4. the effects on job content in different occupational groups; direction 

and degree of the effects; the effects on the quality of work; 

5. the effects on the quantity and quality of work for women and if there 

are similar ~ffccts on other groups (e.g. youth, older employees); 

6. if a tendency exists towards the development of a gap between highly 

qualified and si~-~e work regarding both job content and wages; 

7. if employees directly involved with microelectronics receive higher 

wages for increases in productivity or if other criteria are used (e.g. 

qualifications); 

8. if this technology has laborsaving consequences what the expecta-
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tion is for the creation of work elsewhere in the economy and in which 

sectors; 

9. the extent to which possibilities and tendencies exist to transform 

increases in labor productivity into new jobs. 

According to one civil servant interviewed at the Ministry of Social Af

fairs, a reaction to these issues is expected within next few months. 

Three ministries, the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of Economic 

Affairs and the Ministry of Education and Science, established an ad hoc 

committee to review the present state of affairs regarding education in 

the information and computer sciences and to provide advice to the Minis

ter of Education and Science. The committee's report is a thorough review 

of the kind of for work which information specialists are needed and an 

inventory of existing courses, both commercial and non-commercial. The 

committee estimates that there are more than 230 courses in the informa

tion and computing sciences at nearly all levels of the education system 

and within private and nonprofit organizations. Of the many recommenda

tions and conclusions one of the most important conclusions is that, in 

spite of a long tradition of education in this area which stretches back 

to 1950 and in spite of the increase in educational facilities, there 

are tens of thousands of people in the Netherlands who are behind in 

their knowledge of the information sciences. The committee recommended 

that the ministries of Interior and Economic Affairs take action to sti

mulate both the spread and level of knowledge by providing financial and 

~rganizational support. 

Furthermore, there is an interdepartmental policy group with the title 

Policy Group Information Sciences which has established five workgroups 

under its auspices: 1. Science and Technique; 2. Role of Government: the 

civil service system as an information processing system; 3. the 
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Private Sector; 4. Education; and 5. International Developments. Some of 

these workgroups have prepared reports. In a future report for the Com

mission we intend to,summarize the reports, and current and planned acti

vities for each of the workgroups. 

If a conclusion were to be drawn regarding the activity of the Dutch go

vernment in the area of the social-economic implications of microelectro

nics, it certainly is not an understatement to say that it is very exten

sive and intensive. While the results - expressed in the number of con

crete policies - are few in number it is quite evident that the amount 

of preparation in policy-making has dramatically increased judging by 

the surge of reports and papers which have appeared, especially in 1981. 

There is thus every reason to conclude that the policy-making aparatus 

is seriously coming to grips with the social implications of the new 

technology. 

Social groups 

Trade Union position and demands; 

During the previous period interviews were held with three representativs 

form the Federation of Dutch Trade Unions (FNV) and reactions were obtain

ed concerning the implications of the new technology for two sectors: the 

service sector and the graphics industry. 

In an interview with Mr. Wim van Gelderen from the FNV, concern was ex

pressed regarding t~· influence of the new technology on a number of is

sues. First, the FNV believes that employees should be consulted during 

the implementation process but until now has obtained very little coope

ration from employers. Unions and enterprise councils should be informed 

on automation projects in an early fase and this rarely happens. Firms 
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should take more responsibility in retraining their employees when the 

decision is taken to automate. In the bank sector, for example, little 

is done to retrain employees and consequently they have very little know

ledge of new skills. 

The introduction of the new technology in automation projects is done 

piecewise and is not implemented as an integrated whole. Management in

troduces technical changes by way of an engineering approach in which 

little attention is paid to the relationships between computers and or

ganization; most of the emphasis is placed on the products. Those groups 

who are effected by the automation process should be consulted at diffe

rent stages. Mr. Van Gelderen did state, however, that both unions and 

management are convinced that a different approach to automation is nee

ded than in the past. 

The FNV would like to see the following demands realized when automation 

is being considered: 

1. a clear statement of organizational changes and what it means for job 

loss; 

2. the right to obtain information about automation projects; 

3. the right to negotiate the changes; 

4. the right for employees to develop their own point of view regard&ng 

changes. 

The FNV does not reject automation in itself but it is often implemented 

solely with the purpose in mind of insuring the continuity of the organi

zation with little regard being given to both the quantitative and quali

tative effects on employees. In 1980 the FNV introduced the idea of an 

automation tax where firms which automate would pay more taxes to be 

used to maintain unemployment benefits for those who lose work as a con

sequence of automation. Since the idea was originally proposed, the FNV 
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is reexamining their position. An automation tax may endanger the exis

tence of weak and small firms, and thus poses an employment threat. The 

FNV is nevertheless still, in principle, a proponent of measures to com

pensate for job lose as a result of automation. 

As a means to sensitize their members to the effects of automation, the 

FNV has organized an annual "Automation Day" in which the various aspects 

of automation are discussed. 

In an interview with Mr. De Geus, a representative of the graphics union 

within the FNV, it was stated that consideration has been given to 

technical developments within the graphics industry for several years. 

The unions have gone along with technical developments and in doing so 

have cooperated with management. 

There is an agreement with employers that when a decision is taken to 

invest in new equipment the union is to be informed of the consequences 

for employment, the possibility of retraining, and early retirement for 

employees older than 57!. The graphics industry has their own training 

center in Deventer where employers can be retrained; the accent.in· the 

training has shifted to the functi .;n of the computer. 

There is a clear orientation to the future in the graphics industry 

which, according to Mr. De Geus, may evolve into an information industry 

tied to the media industry. 

Developments in t~chnology are closely followed. The expectation is that 

there will be less work which will result in either shorter working hours 

or a redistribution of work. One major problem, especially in the first 

case, will then be making agreements concerning wages. The graphics in

dustry has, in cooperation with the government, developed a Industry In

formation System which went into operation in November 1981, that can be 

used to test investment plans. If a firm develops plans to develop pro-
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ducts, analyses are conducted and advice is provided as to whether or 

not the plans are feasible. The purpose of the Industry Information Sys

tem is to help firms avoid financial collapse. 

Employers reactions 

The reaction of the Council of Central Employers Organizations (RCO) to 

the Government's comments on the Rathenau report are summarized as fol

lows. The RCO agrees with the Government that microelectronics should 

especially be seen as a challenge which brings it new chances to all of 

those involved, including industry, to react positively. Innovation of 

processes and products is needed to continue and strengthen the competi

tiveness of the Dutch industry. The RCO considers broad public informa

tion about the development of microelectronics of great significance in 

order to promote acceptance of microelectronics without too many diffi

culties in view of the current ambiguous attitude of public opinion to

wards microelectronics. On the one hand people are optimistic about mi

croelectronics (economic recovery) while on the other hand they are frigh

tened (privacy, employment). 

Speculations about speed, importance and intensity of the possible conse

quences of microelectronics can only be guesses, especially concerning 

the quantitative effects on employment. On the other hand it is very 

clear that changes will take place in the composition of employment. 

The impression of the RCO is that many publications about the social con

sequences of microelectronics are very negative. Special care has to be 

taken of a balanced approach of the different facets of technology assess

ment. As an example of an one-sided approach the RCO gave the report 

'Huppes' in which emphasis is mainly on the negatve effect of microeiec-
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tronics. One of the most obstructing factors of the applications of mi

croelectronics in practice is education. The reaction of the Government 

with regard to education is a bit reserved. In its reaction to the Rathe

nau report, the Government stated that a development of information 

science education is to be seen as a scientific study, e.g. post-acade

mic education. It did not state if more emphasis should be paid to the 

technical-mathematical side of information science or to other aspects. 

Also, the Government did not state in what way education on other levels 

than above copes with microelectronics. The opinion of the RCO is that 

the Government here bypassed the important fact that most people who have 

had those kind of educations are going to be involved with microelectro

nics on the work-floor. 

Furthermore, the RCO points out the importance of retraining and refresh

er courses. The RCO thinks highly of the activities of the Board of Trade, 

which at present subsidizes many education programs in industry. 

The possibilities of microelectronics in practice are, in the opinion of 

the RCO, mostly to be found in improving information systems by applica

tion of this technology in information equipment and in renewing product 

and'production processes. The application of microelectronics has to be 

seen as part of the innovation process in organizations. But for the in

novation capacity of the Dutch industry the availability of risk capital 

is of great importance and because of the strongly weakened financial po

sition of many Dutch enterprises the fina11cial basis necessary for inno-

vation is very weak. ·•e switch-over to microelectronics in production 

processes has to be seen as a form of process innovation. The enterprises 

cooperating in the RCO asked that investment costs and wages, associated 

with innovation be made subsidiable. Further, the RCO advised the Govern

ment to tlassify such subsidies within the National Investment Arrange-
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ment (WIR). 

In addition. the promotion of microelectronics is desired. Therefore, 

the RCO supports the idea of the Government to establish a microelectro

nics center. The purpose of such a center should be to provide informa

tion, reference, advice, documentation and instruction on education pos

sibilities. 

It was pointed out, however, that ideas for implementating microelectro

nics should also come from the workfloor and not only from management. 

In an interview with representatives from the largest employers' associa

tion (VNO) in the Netherlands, it was stated that employees should become 

more involved in the preparation of technical change. The VNO has follo

wed developments very closely in the last few years and has officially 

reacted to the various reports and through membership in other organiza

tions have promoted research and influenced policy-making on the effects 

of technology on employment and the quality of work. Their position re

garding the role of government is that if management and unions are un

able to make agreements then the Government should play a stimulating 

but not a regulating role. 

Labour disputes, other conflicts 

The steering committee for the national payments system that is investi

gating the possibilities of automating payments even further between, 

for example, the banks and the PTT has decided not to allow the unions to 

participate in the committee. The unions fear that thousands of jobs will 

be lost as a consequence of further automation of funds transfer. 

The association of unions for middlemanagement (Unie BHLP) recently ex

pressed their objections to the fact that various groups are not consul-
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ted during the preparation of automation plans in banks. Their fear is 

also the loss of work. 

Research 

Social implications 

There has-been a great deal of discussion on this topic in the Nether

lands. While reports, like those prepared by Metra and dr. Huppes from 

the University of Groningen, have been produced, these are largely based 

on literature reviews of research which has been conducted abroad. In 

the Rathenau report it was stated that while the technology has been de

veloped and applications are increasing there is hardly any data about 

its cultural and social consequences. Indeed, the nature of the nine is

sues to be addressed in the letter (in section 1 above) from the Minis

ter of Social Affairs and Employment clearly indicates that policy-making 

has been hampered by the absence of empirical knowledge. In spite of this 

there have been a number of one day symposium sponsered by organizations 

ranging from the YWCA to the Fuun<lation for Technology Forecasting (STT). 

Speakers have of,ten been invited from abroad or they are high placed of

ficials from trade unions, employers associations, government or univer

sities. 
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1. Summary 

The following 2nd report on new information technologies 

provides a survey of activities and publications between 

June and December 1981. 

Government activities are described in the first part. 

Public promotion of the development of microelectronics, 

which has already received considerable financial support 

in the past, is being reinforced. During the next three 

y.ears additional 1oo million DM are to be spent each year 

on a special programme "Microelectronics" aiming at the 

promotion of microelectronics. The Federal Government has 

at present submitted a concept on human formation of work 

in the field of information technologies. This concept is 

to be realized in the framework of the governmental programme 

"Humanization of Working Life". 

The development of new information technologies has also 

influenced the activities of trade unions and employers' 

associations. Especially the trade unions have shown the 

social consequences of the development of new information 

technologies in numerous publications and demanded measures 

to abolish negative consequences for the employees. The 

discussion on the reduction of working time taking place 

at present between trade unions and employers' associations 

has its origin, among others, in the job-destroying effects 

of the use of new technologies. 
The importance of the social consequences of information 

technologi· for research is proved by numerous publications 

and research projects. In addition to the fundamental research 

in natural and technical science the investigation of the 

social consequences occuring due to the introduction of 

information technologies is gaining more and more importance. 
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2. Government Activities 
2.1 Promotion of Research and Development 

The Federal Government wants to procure the definite break

through for micro electronics in the Federal Republic. 

Similar to the areas communication technique and bio-tech

nology, micro electronics are to be a focus of Bonn's re

search promotion in the coming years. 
This has been announced by the Federal Minister of Research 

v. Bulow. At least DM 236 mio DM will be reserved in J982 

for micro electronics of which 100 mio DM are to be used for 

the promotion of special product developments. 

Refering to immense efforts of development in this field 

in Japan and the U.S.A. Bulow spoke of an "alarm signal": 

the proportion of intensive technology products exported 

by Germany would stagnate, while the import of such products 

would have been increased. 

With the aid of the new special programme micro electronics 

for which 100 mio DM promotion money per year for three years 

has been reserved, the competetiveness shall be reinforced 

and in the long term places of work shall be guaranteed. A 

maximum amount of 800 000 DM for each firm shall be promoted 

with enterprises of all sizes and of all branches. (dpa of 

3o.11.1981) 

During a congress about "Chances and Risks of Information 

Technique - expecially' of Data Processing Technique" the 

Federal Minister of Research Andreas von Billow pointed out 
the great possibilities of these technologies, which can 
disclose production reserves as well as guarantee improved 

services for citizens and customers. Bigger and faster pro

duction, which can be achieved by micro electronics, dis
close ever increasing new fields of application for in
formation technique. 

In the opinion of the Federal Minister of Research the 

further development of information processing technique and 

its application are difficult but solvable tasks. They re

quire resources, which, in contrast to many others, exist 
and can be extensively enlarged in the Federal Republic of 

Germany: qualification, education, ability to organize and 
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willingness to cooperate. In the future the research and 

development policy will continue to make a contribution to 

solve this task. It will concentrate on focal points like, 

for example, the improvement of availability and reliability 
of programmes, which enable computers and electronic rna-

chine elements to function (software) of fundamental re

search and development as a basis for system technique and 

equipment technologies. In the opinion of the Federal Minister 

of Research further focal points are the sample recognition, 

the field of application 'office and administration', the 

research on effects and the necessity to make sure, with the 

aid of labour and social scientific complementary research, 

that in these developments aspects of humane formation of 
working conditions are timely taken into account. 

(BMFT-information 11/1981) 
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2.2 Improvement of Labour Law-Humanization of Work Programme 

- In July 1981 the Federal Minister of Research and Technology 

published a paper concerning the main point of promotion 

"Office and Administration" within the framework of the pro

gramme "Research on Humanization of Working Life". This pro
gramme focuses on the following themes: rationalization and 

mechanization, their effects on labour and employment, measu
res to humanize working life. The programme aims at: 

reduction of stresses, improvement of professional qualifi
cations, extension of work content; 

investigation on the effects of office automation on the 

employees, in order to recognize dangerous developments as 

early as possible and to indicate possibilities to influece 

the development; 

it shall be demonstrated in plant-level applica~ion pro

jects, how working conditions can be humanely formed, when 

advanced information techniques are used without conflicting 

with rationalization requirements. 

Besides the improvement of existing labour conditions the pre
ventive use of influence on the technical development is an 

essential aim of this promotion. 

- The field of tension between humanization and rationalization 

with the introduction of new information technology, is dealt 

with in a booklet published by the Bavarian government; the 
title is "'Rationalization in the Office - what happens to Man~'? 
(by the Bavarian State Ministry of Labour and Social Order, 

Munich 1981). The central topics of this booklet are as follows: 
technical and social change in the office, rationalization 

and humanization, office systems of the future, examples of 
rationalization and humanization of office work. 
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The Saarland Chamber of Labour (a semi-public institution) 

has published a booklP.t. concerninQ; the "Possibilities of 

Action for the Shop-Committees when Office and Administra
tion are Rationalized by Means of Visual Displays and 

Computer-tided Information Systems" (Saarbrticken 1981). 

In this booklet information is given about stress and risks 

to health in specific labour conditions, social consequences 

of rationalization, legal possibilities for shop-committees 

to be able to influence the development in the interest of 

the employees. Furthermore, the booklet includes check-lists 

and forms to provide the shop-committees with working aids. 

2.3 Safety and Health 

The Federal Institute of Labour Safety and Accident Research 

(an administrative department of the Federal Ministry of 

Labour) has published a literature list, dealing with the 

labour conditions at visual-display units (Dortmund, June 

1981). In this booklet the most important investigations 

and publications concerning labour conditions at visual 

displays are compiled and briefly described. 

The Federal Ministry of Research and Technology has published 

the results of an investigation on "Typing work in Federal 

Administrative Authorities" in the 16th volume of its book

series "Humanization of the Working Life" (Campus-Verlag, 

Frankfurt, New-York 1981). In this book the results of an 
investigation on stress at typing-work places as well as the 

results of experiments with alternative forms of organization 

typing jchs are presented. 

The German Institute of Standardization (DIN) has published 

norms for work at visual displays (DIN norm No. 66234). The 

norm incluoP- both technical details and indications regar

ding working forms and job requirements. It is aspired to 

adapt technical code values of visual desplays to the abili

ties of man; i.e. physiological conditions (eye, ear and 

sense of touch) as well as cognitive conditions (maximum 

amount of information, correct realization of the given 

information. 
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3. Social Groups - Industrial Bargaining 

Recent publications show clearly that the discussion about 

the social consequences of the spreading of information 

technologies is encouraged particularly by the trade unions. 

The main issues are the risk of unemployment and the strains 

of work. 

In the field of public services the collective bargainers 

signed a collective bargaining agreement about extra leave 

due to shift work and irregular working time. According to 

this collective bargaining agreement the employees of the 

Federal Government, of the Lander and of the local govern

ments receive up to five days extra leave. Thus strains 

emerging due to these forms of working time are to be com

pensated by measures which improve recreation. These 

measures which improve relaxation also contribute to an 

improvement of the job situation. 

In the metal industry, conflicts concerning the reduction 

of working hours are to he expected. The executive committee 

of the metal workers union discussed, among others, strategies 

for the forthcoming collective bargaining at a closed meeting 

in September 1981. In this context the executive committee 

also dealt with the reduction of working-life by a collective 

bargaining agreement. The aim is to enable employees to retire 

before they have reached the age limit of 65 years, their 

wages being payed by the company until the have reached the 

age limit. This collective bargaining concept is being dis

cussed by the trade unions at present with special regard 

to humanitarian effects and effects on the labour market. 

The employers' associations of the metal industry have already 
pointed out, that such an agreement cannot be financed.On the 

issue of working time a possible conflict is already pre

programmed. 
The importance being attached to the social consequences of 

the introduction of information technologies by the trade 
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unions,is demonstrated by the following three publications 

by the union "(jffentliche Dienste, Transport und Verkehr" 

(union for those employed in public services and transport). 

A booklet published in May 1981 deals with the development of 

electronic data processing based on microelectronics ("Elec

tronic Data Processing, Micro Processors/Micro Computers", 

Stuttgart 1981). In this booklet general tendencies in micro 
electronics are described with regard to their consequences 

on the employees (esp. their effects on employment). More
over, the strategic positions of employers, trade unions 

and government are presented. 

Another booklet deals with the development of electronic 

based information systems ("Electronic Data Processing/ 
Information Systems, Stuttgart, December 1981"). In this 

publication the importance and function of technical based 

information systems are described and their consequences for 

the employees are explained. Typical forms of information 

systems and fields of application are represented in the 

appendix. Moreover the attitude of the union towards elec

tronic data processing is described and explained. 

The issue of a special booklet is "Rationalization in the 

field of savings-banks" (Stuttgart, October 1981). The book

let includes conditions of rationalization in savings-banks, 

planning and preparation of rationalization measures, 
rationalization measures in selected fields, assessment of 
this development and the unions' demands, execution of the 

unions demand. 
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4. Research 

4.1 Conferences 

In the field of research, tendencies to reinforce the in

vestigation of the social implications of information tech

nologies can clearly be recogni~ed. This is proved by a 

series of labour conferences dealing with different aspects 

of problems concerning social consequences of information 
technologies. 

Technical discussion "psycho-mental strains", carried 

out by order of the Federal Minister of Research and 

Technology (Project Agency for Production Engineering, 

development note PFT/E 4, Nuclear Research Center Karls

ruhe, September 1981). Ergonomists, industrial psycholo

gists and industrial sociologists took part in this tech

nical discussion. Starting point of the technical dis

cussion was the fact, that obvious shifts in the strains 
of work occur due to the increase in information technolo

gies. Instead of physical strains the share of psychic 

and mental strains is increasing considerably. This applies 

both to data processing in administrations and to pro

duction. The aim of the professional convention was to 
provide a survey over level and deficits of ergonomic 

industrial psychological and industrial sociological re

search. In addition to scientists from the corresponding 

special branches of study, representatives of employers 

associations and trade unions held lectures on this topic. 

The result of the technical .. discussion can be summarized: 

The strains occuring in connection with data processing 

can be understood only by interdisciplinary research con

cepts; compared with the level of technical development 

and the consequences for the employees both the theoreti
cal and methodical concepts of research on strain are 

still quite underdeveloped; deficits in research can only 

be eliminated if the interdisciplinary field research is 
reinforced; the access to factories has proved to be a 
considerable obstacle. 

.,., 

" 
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Two congresses dealt with the subject information tech

nologies and automation: "Automation of Manufacturing" 
(May 1981 in Boblingen) and "Flexible automated handling 

and mounting systems in practice" (June 1981 in Frank

furt). The labour conferences were both dominated by 

predictions about the technical development that can be 

expected, but was also a number of problems concerning 
the social consequences for the employees were discussed. 

The following problems were well to the fore: personel 

reduction and unemployment, increase in shift and night 

work, increase in psychic strains, loss of qualifica

tion, control of the employees' performance and behaviour. 

Also in these two labour conferences representatives of 

employers' associations and trade unions took part, in 

addition to the scientists. (A survey report about these 

two conferences is provided by the German Federation of 

Labour, Editor, AFA Information 4/1981, pp 12-20). 

Computer and labour market, a conference under participation 

of scientists, industrial experts and employees. Between 
6th and 8th November 1981 a labour conference took place 

in Dortmund entitled "Computer and labour market in the 

eastern Ruhr district" - a labour conference concerning 

the consequences of ~he use of computers on the develop

ment of regional structure and labour market". It was 

organized by a study group called "Computer and Labour", 

an institution of cooperation between the University of 
Dortmund and the German Federation of Labour. The con-

crete reference to work and employment and the incorpo

ration of employees and industrial experts into the dis

cussion process, it must be pointed out, was an important 
quality of this conference. This was possible because the 

concrete problems were discussed in eight groups. The 
following aspects were discussed: stage of development 

and fields of application of information technology, 
plant-level and regional conditions of economical structure 
effects on the working conditions, job situation and possi
bilities for the employees to act. The following fields of 
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application were discussed in the working groups: con~ 

struction and preparation of work, handling, mounting 
and transport in manufacturing, control and supervision 

of manufacturing processes, computer jobs in banks and 

assurances, in wholesale and retail trade, text processing 

in administration, information transmission by telecommu

nication, personel control and personel planning. A final 

report has not yet been submitted, but interesting results 
can be expected. 

4.2 Research on the social implications of the introduction of 

information te~hnology 

The degree of importance, which both the sciences and the 

trade unions attach to the social implications of infor

mation technology, can be derived from the latest publi-, 

cations of AFA ("Working committee for Labour Studies"): 

"AFA-Information", a journal of the West German trade unions. 

Number 2/1981 includes an article by Peter Milller-Seitz 

"Technologie und Okonomie - ein Beitrag iiber ihre Inter

dependenzen aus arbeitsokonomischer Sicht" ("Technology and 

Economics - a report concerning their interdependencies from· 

the labour economic view") (pages 9-29). The report gives 
a survey of the recording of the correlation between tech-

nical development and social implications as seen from the 

point of view of factory management. The topics are: 
present situation and development tendencies of highly 

developed production technologies, impact of technical 

progress on human work, impact of technical progress on the 
factory,factory management concepts in order to influence 

the social consequences. 

In the same leaflet on page 30 reference is made to the 

research project carried out by the union "Technological 

change in Commerce". The subjects of the project are as 
follows: stocktaking of the technical development, im

plications on the employees, possibilities of social for

mation via plant-level and beyond-plant-level trade union 
policy. 

In number 3/1981 Walter Knepel and Lothar P. Schardt report 
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on the topic "Introduction of computer-aided clerical work 

and its effects on plant-level employment and income 

conditions" (pages 3-22). The essay deals with the following 

themes: problems of the entire contemplation of the social 

implications of computer-aided information systems, intro

duction and further development of computer-aided clerical 

work by means of an operational case study, description 

of the effects of computer-aided clerical work on the 

plant-level employment situation, effects of computer-aided 
clerical work on plant-level income conditions. 

In number 4/1981 Roland Schneider reports on three con

gresses, which dealt with the development of production 
automation and its social consequences (compare 4.1 of this 

report). Helmut Rose gives a critical representation of 

computer technology and its impli:cations on those employed 

from the working people's point of view (pages 21-25). 

He describes the working men's risks (loss of workplaces, 

reduction of income, health risks, loss of qulification, 
loss of competence). The rise of new stress (e.g. psycho

mental stress), preventive shelter measures (shortening 

of working time, limitation of the working time at pro~ 
gramme-controlled machines, regulation of breaks, re
duction of shift work). 

In the same number Klaus J. Zink gives a survey of the 

momentary situation regarding the labour scientific dis

cussion of information technology (pages 26-28); the ar

ticle deals with questions of changing stress, of changed 

requirements of human qualification and abilities, of 

labour market effects and of the speed of diffusion of 

informa+ion technology. 

In number 5/1981 Helmut Rose reports on the innovation 

advisory board of the Industrial Union ''Metal': "Labour 
orientaten nnovation Policy and Advice on Technology 

for Employees" (pages 16-30). The article comprises of 

two focal points: on one hand the importance of technolo
gy transfer to avert risks for working men and on the 
other the possibilities to use advice on technology as a 
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representation of the working man's interests. 

In the same number Erich Ott gives a survey of the momentary 

state of discussion regarding the theme job-sharing (pages 

3-15). The report has the following topics: the job-sharing 

model in the USA, job-sharing models in the Federal Re

public, implications of the introduction of job-sharing 

models on the labour market, implications on working and 

living conditions. The article presents the model of the 

employers' association of the chemical industry as well 

as the outline of the Christian Democratic Party and the 

trade-unionist criticism of the existing job-sharing models. 

In the October issue (5/1981) the journal "Progressive 

Management and Industrial Engineering" (editor: 'REFA'

association for work studies and factory organizations). 

specially deals with questions of social consequences of 

mechanization and rationalization. 

The topic "Rationalization between Efficiency and Humanity" 

(pages 339-349) is discussed by Peter G. Rogge. The author 

gives a retrospect of the first phases of industrialization; 

with this in mind he discusses the specific importance of 

the momentary phase of automation and represents the general 

consequences of the development: shortening of the production 

time of capital goods, effacement of the dividing line be

tween producers of equipment and of machine elements, ex

termination of specific old qualifications and formation 

of new qualifications. The author recognizes four supposi

tions for an appropriate steering of the technical progress: 

The efficiency of automation depends on whether investments 

in new technologies can still be increased in future. In 

the long run high wages can only then be achieved, if pro

ductivity of labour is increased, which presupposes in

creased investments. It is not sufficient, to take over 

technical know-how, moreover the various industry and ser

vice branches have to make extensive use of new technology. 

The solution of human problems depends on the way in which 

futur automation must be seen: as a chance for efficiency 

or as a threat against humanity. It is important to improve 
the ability of those employed. In the end the author states, 

that it is necessary to make extensive use of the progress. 
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In their article "Stress Reduction for Shift-Workers" 

(pages 347-352) Reiners, Schweres, Streich write about the 

possibilities to reduce stress of shift work and the im

plicated costs. With the spreading of information technolo-

gy the proportion of shift work increases. The authors present 

two models to reduce stress of shift work. Stress reduction 

is to be achieved by alternative division of shifts during 
the day. The authors take into account, the realizable ten

dencies towards the working-time of shortening and "sliding 

retirement" of older employees from the factory. The authors 

come to the conclusion, that only combined ways of procession 

lead to positive effects. 

The results of an investigation on "Economic and Social 

Consequences of the Use of CNC-Tool Machinery" has been 

published by the Rationalization-Board of the German Economy 

("Economic and Social Consequences of the Use of CNC-Tool 

Machinery", editor RKW, Eschborn 1981, Order-No. 758). The 

publication represents figures concerning efficiency and 

labour productivity, and deals with questions concerning 

wage-payments and the qualifications of machine workers. 

Two publications are concerned with the problem of visual 

display work. 

Sedeno-Andres, F.: Visual Display Working Places, Compari

son of Valid Factory and Service Agreements, Berlin 1981. 

Seitz, D.W.: Labour Organizational Problems of Visual Dis

play "Work towards a Reduction of Monotony and Stress, 

Dortmund 1981 (Society of Labour Safety and Humanization 

Research). 
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Introduction 

The present report attempts to surv'y the state of 
information and action in Italy upon the economic and social 
impact of micro-electronic based information technology, with 
particular attention to the activities of Public Agencies, 
Research Institutions and social groups. The information 
reported here concerns in part aspects already mentioned in a 
previous report (August 1981); an effort is being made, 
however, to complete the range of the survey and to give 
a basis of comparison with the analyses concerning other 
countries. 

It should be acknowledged that in many ways Italy has 
been suffering a delay in the perception and the response by 
the relevant political and social forces to the implications 
of the diffusion of the new information technology. More recently 
however, the level of awareness of the problem has been steadily 
increasing, as can be witnessed, in particular, by the growth 
of researeh output on the subject, while there still remains a 
lack of sufficient initiative at the level of operative or 
legislative action. It must also be understood that the 
current debate on macro-economic conditions and policy is 
somewhat dominated by the dramatic figures of a general 
employment crisis. Technological or other structural 
factors, in such a context, are often quoted as a possible 
additional factor in worsening the longer term employment 
prospects, rather than analysed in detail. The responses 
envisaged at the level of Labour or Industrial Policy, although 
elaborated in a more general framework of intervention towards 
situations of general or sectoral crisis, often contain specific 
provisions or implications in the event of technological 
impact. Our assessment of these more general policy 1nitiatives 
will be limited, as far as possible, to these implications. It 
is to be noted also that any quotations which appear are intended 
as a free an0 'metimes abridged translation of the original 
statement. 
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Government Activities 

a) Promotion of R & D 

Within the context of the Law 675 of 1977, which has 
represented the principal instrument of orientation in Industrial 
Policy in Italy during the past years, the financing of research 
projects of particularly relevant national interest, (Progetti 
finalizzati - projects mainly concerning objectives in technological 
improvement, energy saving and biomedical research) is provided. 
for. The general coordination is assigned to the Consiglio Nazionale 
delle Ricerche (CNR), while the execution of the projects normally 
involves a pooling of academic and other public or private research 
institutions. A "finalised project" on Information Technologies 
"Progetto informatica" was approved in 1979 and some 12 billion 
lires have been allocated up to now to research programmes in this 
field/ The time-span of the projects is. 3- 5 years. The global 
project on Informatics is articulated into 3 main fields (Pt, P2, P3) 
with parallel objectives. 

P1 Information systems architecture, with particular ref
erence to distributed systems. 

P2 Models and solutions for the "computerisation" of the 
Public Sector. Relevant initiatives within this field include the 
project "Comuni" (systems support for local administrations), 
"Lavoro" (general and regional coordination of the information 
network on labour markets), "Sanita" (systems support for Health 
Services). 

P3 Methods and systems for the controlcr industrial processes. 

The projects are also meant to favour development initiatives by 
the national industries operating in hardware and software production 
and servicing, and the firms often contribute, with their own 
research staff and additional funding, to the implementation of the 
projects. However, the "finalised projects" are intended to 
concern mainly fundamental research, while applicative or market 
developments by firms should be financed through the channel of 
the so-called Funds for Applied Research (Fondi per la ricerca 
applicata), which provides capital grants or interest rebates to 
firms through the financial mediation of the Istituto Mobiliare 
Italiano (IHI). Reports in the state of advancement and further 
programmes within the project for 1981 are made available by CNR. 

b) Labour Law 
A global project on the reform of the labour legislation 

concerning the organization of Employment Services, the management 
of mobility and unemployment compensation has been under discussion 
at the Parliamentary Commission since December 1979 (normally 
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referred to as Disegno ~i Legge n. 760), without ever reaching 
a final approval. The purpose of the pro1ect is essentially one 
of guaranteeing a more ordered legislative framework in this 
field, characterised by the proliferation of different instruments 
(ordinary and "special" unemployment compensation, ordinary and 
"special" regimes of "Cassa Integrazione Guadagni" - Wage Integration 
Funds). Another objective is that of reducing the importance 
of the "Cassa Integrazione", which has emerged in the last 
decade in Italy as the main instrument of compensation for the 
loss of work, going far beyond its original purpose of guaranteeing 
an income integration for workers on short-term redundancy 
while keeping, formally, their status of employment within the 
firm. According to the project, workers who are made redundant 
because of situations of sectoral crisis, or because of 
technological and organizational factors within a firm, and for 
whom there are scarce prospects of an effective re-utilisation 
by the firm within a reasonable interval of time, should be admitted 
to "mobility lists" organised within a regional framework. A worker, 
under this regime, is to be allowed an unemployment compensation 
of 80% of the last wage reCeived up to a maximum of 24 months; 
he is obliged to accept a job~offer of a comparable skill level 
within a radius of 50 km from his home and also to take part 
int: retraining schemes, or other initiatives organized by the 
regional employment commission. The possibility of employing 
workers on mobility lists for short-term projects of public works 
or service is also mentioned. Uhile the system of the "Cassa 
Integrazione" is accused of inhibiting inter-sectoral labour 
mobility and of protecting unofficial employment, the new system 
is meant to limit the "discouragement" and the "diseducation" effects 
forY~kers in conditions of technological or structural unemployment. 

c) Safety and Health 

The Law n. 833/1978, setting up the organization of the 
National Health Service ("Servizio sanitaria nazionale") includes 
provisions concerning safety and conditions ofwork (in particular 
art 22, 23 and 24). A new Agency, under the control of the Ministry 
of Health, is to be constituted ("Istituto superiore per la 
prevenzione e la sicurezza.del lavoro"), concerned with'tesearch, 
experiments and elaborations of safety of working conditions in 
connection with the technological evolution of plants, machinery 
and processes, and with the determination of safety regulations 
with reference to the homologation of machinery, plants, instruments". 
The Agency should provide research support and consulting for the 
local structurP- ~ssigned to the control of work and environmental 
conditions, to be organized within the territorial units of the 
National Health Service ("Unita sanitarie locali"). The scheme 

however, is not yet operative and the effective control on working 
conditions is still done by Inspectors of the Ministry of Labour, 
who should be reallocated in the future to the new national and 
local structures. The Trade Unions have recently been exercising 
pressures on public bodies for the implementation of the Law and 
the intervention, with specific reference to the impact of new 
automatized processes. More detail on this point, will be given in 
a later section. 
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d) Education Policy 

Within the state system of industrial and commercial 
secondary schools (Istituti tecnici. di Stato), conforming to 
programmes established by the D.P.R. 28/2/1972, n. 123, 
experimental courses providing technicians with specialization 
in information technology ("Peri.to informatica") and 
accountants with Programming ability (Ragioniere programmatore) 
have been running since 1975. In 1980 some SO technical 
secondary schools throughout Italy were providing courses 
within these areas of specialization. The experimental phase 
has been judged a success, and the new courses ar~ Geing given· 
a definitive status as official degrees. The technical secondary 
schools, covering a period of study of five years, provide an 
intermediate degree between short term professional courses and 
the Universities. The Ministry of Education has implemented 
research upon the absorption possibilities of these professional 
figures and is planning to reaeh a number of some 600 operating 
classes for a total yearly student intake of about 10,000. An 
expansion of the teaching staff is also forecast, and teachers' 
training classes have been organized. At the present teaching 
programmes normally provide a minimum of two hours a week of 
theoretical classes during two years on Informatics and 
Programming languages, plus practical training ort1computers 
in a final ¥ear. The effective quality of the courses has a wide 
range of variability among schools, and only a few of them can 
be said to be endowed with adequate teachware. Outside 
the system of Technical Secondary School, short-term, informative 
slasses on computer technology and applications have been 
occasionally organized in "Licei", secondary schools normally 
leading to University courses. Finally, it should be mentioned 
that a wide project of reform of the system of secondary 
education is at the present in a phase of preliminary discussion. 
According to a project anticipated by the Ministry of Education, 
secondary education should be based on a comprehensive school 
basis, (abolishing the present distinction between "Licei" 
and "Technical Schools"), with two years of basic common teaching 
followed by three years of specialization in a range of 14 
options. Information technologies would enter at a level of 
non-specialized sensibilization in the basic teaching area, and 
at the level of specialized subjects for the options in"Electronics· 
and Informatics" and in "Management Economics"* 

--

1

-- More details on these points are available in ''lndagine 
conoscitiva sulla informatica", studi e documenti degli annali 
della pubblica istruzione, n. 11 Rome 1980. 
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e) Training and re-training 

The main legislative framework for professional education 
and training schemes in Italy is the Law n 845/78 (Legge 
quadro sulla formazione professionale") , which provides the 
general criteria on which applicative programmes, normally 
delegated at a regional level, are to be based. Most Regions 
have by now established local legislative and operational frameworks 
although with differing degrees of effectiveness. Some of the 
institutions consid~ed by the Law 845 and its regional developments 
may interest us in the sense that they connect with the assessment 
of the transformation of productive processes and their 
consequences on the structural characteristics of the demand of 
labour. We may synthesize four levels of relevant initiative 
assigned to public agencies at nationaX or regional levels 

1) The planning agencies, concerned with the pcovision of quant
iteratiVe and qualitative programmes in manpower training 
within the context of a general economic forecast. 

2) A supporting structure of ':'Regional Observatories" 
on the evaluation of the labour markets, with attention to 
structural and territorial analyses.of demand of labour. 

3) The stipulation of "conventions on training programmes" 
between Regional authorities and enterprises. 

4) The definition and revision of the classification 
of the professions and skills. 

The programme on "Regional observatories" on labour markets 
is being co-ordinated by ISFOL ("Istituto per lo sviluppo 
della formazione professior :le dei lavoratort''), the agency 
under the authority of the Ministry of Labour which is officially 
charged with problems of manpower-forecast and professional 
education policy*. The definition of "skill families" and 
the related analyses of employment structures in processes is another 
assignment for ISFOL, which is working on classification 
procedures defining skills within specified qualification levels 
("fasce di qualificazione"). This methodology, based upon 
a distinct~0n of four fundamental levels of professionality, 
has been applied to studies of work organisation and skill 
figures in the informatic processes and modern office organisation. 

* A bulleti'l "Osservatorio sul mercato del lavoro" is regularly 
published by ISFOL. 
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The definition of skills within the "fasce di qualificazione", 
within an industry or process, has practical implications 
on the actual training programmes: the aim is one of passing 
from more narrowly defined skills and relative training to more 
comprehensive programmes allowing a polivalent formation within 
a skill family. 

Many training schemes at regional level have utilized 
sources of financement deriving from European Communities Social 
Funds. 
A quantitative and qualitative assessment of specific programmes 
would require a more extensive survey going beyond the scope of 
the present report. Finally, it should be observed that often, 
confronted with the many inefficiencies of· the public education 
structures, major private and public industrial or financial 
groups have developed their own initiatives for professional 
training~nin particular for high level cadres. For example, 
IRI and ENI organize classes, normally involving one semester 
or a year, to which newly hired university leavers are.sent. 
The lack of sufficient information and training on programming 
and electronic applications is the major gap in University 

formation of potential administrative and technical cadres, 
which these classes try to remedy partially. 

f) Sensibilization, broadcasting, etc. 

As an "indicator" of the sensibilization of public 
opinion on information technologies we have examined the programmes 
of State television (RAI) in the last two years, through the 
computerized catalogue by subjects of transmissions. Although 
there was no systematic or specific series of transmissions on 
this subject, computers and information technologies were mainly 
considered in transmissions organizep by the Department of 
Educational Programmes (DSE), for example, in the context 
of orientation programmes for choice of school and careers. 
The attention paid to the problem is shown to be increasing by the fact 
tha~ the hours of transmissions on related subjects in 1980 
reached_, more than double those of the previous year. 
The partial figures for 1981 confirms this tendency.As well as 
educational programmes, informative services have been given on 
"robotics" and telematics as "specials" by the News Services 
Divisions of the three state T.V. networks. Some 315 minutes 
of transmission were dedicated during the first 7 months of 
the current year to subjects connected with information technologies, 
(including educational programmes). 
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Social groups - Industrial bargaining 

a) Trade Union positions and demands 

"Nowadays there is a strong temptation in some sectors 
to say stop to technological progress. It is a dangerous but 
always present temptation for Trade Unions. The Italian Labour 
Movement, unlike that of many other countries, has usually managed 
to resist this temptation, and it should continue to do so". 

This statement, from the concluding address by L. Lama, 
Secretary-General of the CGIL at the conference on "Sindacato, 
informazione e comunicazioni di massa", (Unions, information 
and mass-communication, Rome 14/5/80), is indicative of a 
generally open attitude, at least at a theoretical level, 
of the Italian Unions vis-a-vis technological innovation. In 
all the relevant occasions of discussion of matters of Industrial 
Policy, (e.g. the Parliamentary hearings on Electronic Industry 
and applications in 1977-79), Trade Union representatives were 
ready to stress their understanding of the need for innovation, 
and they have always been sensitive towards the argument that 
national industries should avoid further departures from 
international trends in process and product innovation. 

It could be that this attitude reflects, to some extent, 
a delay in the perception of the potential amplitude of the 
occupational and organizational implications of the 
"micro-electronic revolution". Only very recently, at least 
so it seems from the impression received from current publications 
or other public statements, the importance of the assessm.ent 
of technological trends for the medium term prospects on the 
quantity of employment has become a wide-spread concern, with 
at ~ast two yeam of'delay with respect to the experience ~f 
other major European countries. 

It is clear that with the official unemployment figure at 
over 2 million, and with unprecendented totals of workers 
under the "Cassa Integrazione" regime, (this would mean some 
300/400,000 more unemployed, although formally they do not appear 
as such), the general principle of a "favourable attitude" 
towards innovation might in some cases be contradicted in 
practice. 

There are a few cases as far ns I know, of attempts to 
limit contractually the impact of innovation linked to 
the application .. ~ micro-electronics, (one possible example 
is that of the printing industry, on which more will be said 
later); in other cases, when the labour-saving implications 
of the new processes were clear (e.g. the case of Olivetti), 
the strategy has been essential¥ one of pressing for additional 
"extensive" investment, public support, etc. The emphasis and 
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insistence by the Unions, in the more recent contractual rounds, 
on the definition and formal inclusion in the contracts of 

"information clauses"on employment and investment policies by 
the firms, should reflect the Unions hopes of a possibility of 
bargaining over medium term employment prospects balancing 
availability on Labour mobility and local reduction of manning 
levels with demands for compensative initiatives elsewhere, with 
the "Cassa integrazione" system acting as a temporary "shock 
absorber". In the 1979 round the main national contracts included 
information clauses (currently called "prima parte dei contratti") 
defining regular panel meetings at nati~nal and regional levels 
between employers and Union representatives, to be held at the 
beginning of each year on investment and employment prospects 
for the year; "information rights" were also defined at firms' 
level (for enterprises employing more than 200 operatives), 
covering information on technology, work organ~ation, labour 
mobility, decentralization. It must be observed here that the 
attitude of the employers towards the effective operation of these 
clauses has been cool. 

In 1982 all the major industrial contracts, (engineering, 
chemical, textile, etc), are to be renegotiated and most sectoral 
organizations are planning congresses at the beginning of the year, 
for the definition of platforms. It remains to be seen how 
the deterioration of the general emp~oyment prospects will act 
upon negotiation attitudes. 

A detailed report on the state of debate of the reduction 
of working time would require . more space than is justified here. 
A progressive reduction in working time is obviously seen as the 
strategy in the medium run for couteracting labour saving trends; 
CISL, has often shown more radical attitudes towards a generalized 
35-hour week claim, while CGIL and UIL tend to favour differentiated 
approaches "also considering situations which are specific to. a 
sector or to a firm". The prevalent position nowadays is one of 
seeing the 35 or 36 hour-week as a goal to be reached before the 
end of the present decade, while the pace of advancement is mainly 
made to depend on comparability with international trends, 
especially within the European framework. 

At the level of intervention on work organization and 
environment, Unions have often acted urging a more effective 
control by health service officers or Inspectors of Labour on 
the health implications of technological innovations. An unified 
agency of CGIL-ClSL-UIL, CRD (Centro ricerca e documentazione) 
centralises information and problems arising from workers' 
groups on conditions of work and undertakes research projects and/or 
Jnte~ventions in this field. Monitoring groups on robotization 
in industrial processes and on informatization of offices have 
been constituted within CRD. 
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b) Employers' reaction 

On the occasion of the 1976 and 1979 contractual round$, 
employers' organizations took rather reluctant attitudes towards 
the inclusion and the scope of "informa·t ion clauses". The 
general position is that "investment policy is not a matter for 
bargaining, but an autonomous field of choice for the entrepreneur". 
The effective implementation of the clauses has been resisted at 
the level of single firms, rather than at the level of general 
panel meetings. The Confederation of Industry ("Confidustria") 
while regularly publishing macro-economic assessments and forecasts 
does not normally pulicize case-studies on individual firms. 
A recent "white - book" on Technological Innovation by the 
Confiridustria essentially emphasises industrial policy and trends 
in international competition.* A free report from the interventions 
by V. Merloni (President of Confirrl.Jstria at a recent debate held 
in Rome (2/12/81) on the occasion of the presentation of the 
research on "Transformation in employment patterns induced by 
technological evolution" by FAST (Federazione delle Associazioni 
Scientifiche e Techniche) should be indicative of the prevalent 
attitudes on the employers' side: 

"We are convinced that more employment has been lost, and will be 

lost, by lack of competitivity than by technological improvements 
in themselves"; "the conditions of international competition 
today obliges us to follow all possible attempts to reduce costs". 

c) Labour disputes and agreements. 

As an example of "technological agreement" with clauses of 
control on manning implications of information technologies, more 
will be said about the case of printing in a later section. Here 
we will briefly report on the case of Olivetti, which assumes 
particular relevance as it concerns the major producer in Italy 
of computing instru~ents and one of the few examples of an Italian 
firm operating in an advanced framework to international standards. 
From 1978 to 1980 Olivetti nearly doubled its total turnover, 
with good records of profitability, while reducing its workforce 
in Italy by some 15%. The success has been attributed to 
the management's firm policy on innovation and industrial relations. 

In 1977 the Olivetti management had announced a general plan 
of reorganizatio1. Jf its activities, which implied an immediate 
reduction of operatives of some 3500 units in Italian factories, 

* Confindustria - direzione rapporti economici "Libro bianco 
sull'innovazione tecnologica", Rome, May 1981. 

.. 
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mainly because of electronization of office machinery components. 
The opposition by the Unions led to an extended conflict, 
which was formally concluded by an agreement in December 1979. 
The State Authorities were directly involved in the composition 
and the final text of the agreement includes a memorandum by 
the Government stating intentions on the financement of develop
ment projects, public demand and initiatives on professional 
instruction and training which are likely to improve the employment 
prospects in the medium term. Although compulsive dismissals 
were eventually avoided, the extensive application of Cassa Integrazione, 
early pension schemes and the non-replacement of natural turnover 
has led the firm to reach its objectives in manpower reduction 
in a short space of time. Only at the higher levels the trends 
in employment were not negative. The Olivetti management also 
agreed to reconsider reabsorption of displaced workers, in 
particular for its Southern Italian plant at Pozzuoli, at the 
"moment of effective operation" in the programs of expansion 
of public d~mand and to support the organization of retraining 
courses organized by Regional Authorities. 

Another case, in which labour-saving brought on by new 
technologies was successfully counterbalanced by the growth 
performance of the firm, is that of Aeritalia of Pomigliano 
D'Arco (Naples) where a dispute in 1979 originated in connection 
with the fear of the labour-saving implications of the introduction 
of computer-aided design. The success in development initiatives 
( e.g. partnership with Boeing for production of aircraft 
components) has allowed in this case the preservation of 
employment levels. It is in those sectors where improvements 
in electronic technology occur in the context of unfavourable 
market trends or declining competitivity that the consequences 
on employment are severe. It is estimated that some 3000 jobs 
have been lost in the sector of civilian electronic products 
in about a year. (T.V.sets, etc.), with disputes more often 
leading only to temporary extension of "Cassa Integrazione" 
regime and postponement of the date of definitive unemployment. 

d) Other organizations 

A rather short-sighted attitude towards information 
technologies was still prevalent among political party circles 
until recently, with the debate being almost totally concentrated 
on sectoral policies for the national electronic industry. 
As an example of the prevailing attitudes, we may quote a book 
by P.Brezzi*, who is responsible for electronics at the industrial 
policy group within the Direction of the Italian Communist Party, 
which is rich in information and proposals for the electronics 
industry itself, but completely lacks ~eneral attention to the 
implications of its applications in other sectors. However, 

* P. Brezzi, "La politica dell'elettronica", Editori Riuniti, Rome 1980 
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at least the awareness of the problem has been increasing since 
1980. Research structures within the PCI or with similar sympathies, 
have been active recently;*a conference organised by the 
Itali_an Union of Chambers of Commerce on "Micmelectronics and 
Society",** was a good occasion fo~ monitoring opinions among 
leading political operators. Independent and "radical" economists' 
and sociologists' groups have been sometimes more prompt in 
undertaking documentation activities than "official" parties' 
structures have. *** 

* For example, a report by CDRL ("Centro Documentazione e 
Ricerche Lombardia) on "Sfida elettronica" is announced as 
forthcoming. 

** "Microelettronica e societa, una sfida politica per gli ,.J 

anni '80", published in Mondo Economico, Supplement,June 1981; 
see in particular the interventions by V Scotti (DC), former 
Minister of Labour, and by De Michelis (PSI), Minister for 
State Industrial Holdings. 

*** see, for example, "Tecnologie elettroniche e organizzazione 
sociale" in "Sapere", n. 816, January 1979. 
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Research 

a) Technical R & D 

The most relevant programmes on technical R & D are 
being develoJ»ed within the context of CNR "Finalized Projects" 
on Information technologies, on which we reported earlier. Here 
we may quote some of the CNR affiliated Research Laboratories,apart from 
University Institutes,actively engaged at the level of information 
systems analysis: CNUCE (Ce~tro Nazionale Calcolo Elettronico, 
Pisa); CSATA (Centro Studi Automazione e Tecnologie Avanzate, 
Bari); IASI(Istituto Analisi Sistemi Informativi, Rome); 
CSEA (Consorzio per lo sviluppo della Elettronica e dell'Automazione, 
Torino). 

b) Economic and Social Implications. 

Although to our knowledge there are no examples of com
prehensive surveys on the economic and social consequences 
of the microelectronic revolution, the research output has 
recently been on the increase. The results of an extensive 
research programme on "Transformation in employment patterns 
induced by technological evolution", coordinated by FAST, have 
recently been presented in Rome, ("Le Trasformazione occupazionali 
indotte dall'evoluzione tecnologica" FAST, Milano, Jun,81). 
It consists of a general report, plus several sectoral analyses 
and case studies on applications of new technologies (covering 
petrochemical processes, "robotics'', banking, textile, "autonics"). 
It is significant that the activities of research promotion by 
FAST, (the Association of Engineers and Technical staff) in 
this field have now been oriented in assessing the social and 
organizational consequences of the new technologies, after 
having produced, in the recent past, valuable sectoral surveys 
on the state of electronic industry in Italy. * 

The implications of the introduction of "robotics" on 
industrial employment and work organization is another field 
on which there is an appreciable level of research and knowledge 
in Italy. The report on "Robotics and Employment in Engineering 
Sector" under the auspices of Intersind and coordinated by 
PROSPECTA **, gives quite a detailed description of the modes 

* "Rapporto sulla microelettronica nazionale", FAST, Milano, 1980 

** "Robotica ed occupazione nel settore metalmeccanico", partially 
published in "Quaderni di industria e Sindacato" Jan-Mar 1981 
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of operation of "robots" in automobile and electric appliances 
sectors, with an evaluation of potentials in the reduction 
of direct and indirect labour requirements. As an example of 
a Research Institute mainly interested in the organizational 
aspects of work processes we may quote R$0 (Istituto di 
ricerca intervento sui sistemi organizzative, Milano), which 
has produced analyses in modifications in job design and content 
with the introduction of new information processing devices*. 
Skill requirements in informatized processes are currently 
being analyzed within the institutional assignment of ISFOL 
in order to define "skill families" with the aim of organizing 
training programmes. 

Research structures within the Trade Unions have not produced 
9riginal research output on the subject in Italy, in our 
opinion; there is, however, increasing attention to the implications 
of technological innovation at the level of the general assessments 
of working conditions. ** 

ISRIL (Istituto Studi Relazioni Industriali e Lavoro, 
Rome), has produced forecasts on the absorption opportunities 
in the Private and Public sectors for technicians with informatic 
skills, which were utilized by the Ministry of Education in the 
definition of programmes of technical education in this field. 

* See, for example, the chapter on "Trasformazioni nel lavoro 
impiegatizio 11 in Primo Rapporto della Ricerca sulle trasformazioni 
organizzative in Italia", Milano, Feb 1979. 

** See, for example, some of the contributions in"Qualita del 
lavoro e dello sviluppo", Dossier N 7, Editrice Sindacale 
Italiana, Roma 1979. 
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Experience in specific sectors 

a) Offices 

It is almost impossible to give a quantitative assessment 
of the expansion of "office automation" technologies and its 
impact on employment, while there is avaiability of sociological 
or organizational case-studies, on which references were 
sometimes given in earlier sections. Details of the expansion 
of demand for informatic appliances for offices(word-processors, 
centralized and distributed computing and processing units, etc) 
can be extracted from market research surveys implemented by 
specialized firms. We can get extensive information on technical 
and market trends for office automation technology from the 
documenbs presented at a meeting organized by . &ICA (Associazione 
ltaliana di Calcolo Automatico) in occasion of the Exhibition 
of Office Fittings in Milan (SMAU, 18/21 September 1981), 
which gathered representatives of major operating firms, as 
well as external experts. A survey on the diffusion of 
office automation devices based upon a sample of some 1200 offices 
in different operating sectors is being implemented by two 
specialized consulting firms (Demoskopea and Sisdoconsult, Milan). 

b) Printing, copying. * 

The case of printing workers is of particular interest 
as an example of the explicit bargaining of employment levels 
and of skill-designs in face of radical technological changes. 
The transformation from traditional printing technologies 
(lynotypes, etc.) to the computer aided photo-composition 
techniques is a process which is almost accomplished now in 

the major printing shops in Italy, (it is estimated that by 
1980 some 80% of the daily newspaper printing shops 
had adopted photo-composition processes). A case study, 
with the description of the organizational changes, has been 
implemented by FILPD-CGIL trade-union staff at the Rizzoli
Corriere della Sera Group, the largest newspaper editing 
firm in Italy. It emerges that the job-content of the 
traditional poligraphic worker has been radically affected, with 
the virtual disappearance of many traditional skills. 

The "line of defence'' of the Unions in face of these 
changes has been essentially one of preserving as far as possible 
the "job-area" of the printing workers, in particular opposing 
the possibility of direct inputation of texts by journalists 
and correspondants for final composition purposes (e.g. 
direct digitation, by the journalist, at a video word-processor 
terminal, of the text which will be automatically composed by 
the computer according to printing format requirements). 

* This section mainly summarises a text already published as 
an appendix to a previous report for EPOS (Bulletin n 1, Nov 1981, 
pp. 89-90). 
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The final inputing of the text, according to explicit clauses 
in the 1977 and 1979 National Contracts, has been preserved as 
a job-area for graphical workers, and linotype operators have been 
retrained, through paid retraining courses of three months, on 
an average, to work with the new composition terminals • 

Further progress in the "system integration", e.g. 
extension of "on line" connections with external correspondants, 
lase~·applications in printing technology), may further reduce, 
if fully implemented, the residual job area of printing shop 
workers. The present Nationl Contract for printing workers 
(Contratto dei Poligrafici, validity three years from January 1979), 
contains explicit technology clauses concerning prior information 
and bargaining on technological improvements and investment 
projects. A joint commission among representatives of the 
publishing companies, of the journalists and of printing 
workers' unions meets every six months at a central level, and 
regular panel meetings are also provided for at a local level. 
Translating and summar1z1ng the most significant points of the 
agreement (from the art. 15 of the 1979 Contract), we may 
read: 

" •••••••• in order to safeguard the employment and the 
professional status of the workers, the organizational changes 
of the productive cycle of the newspaper, consequent to the 
adoption of new technologies, must not determine. improper 
redistributions of functions between jouinalists and 
printing workers". 

"Possible redundancies of manpower will be dealt with in 
principle: a) through the abolition of any overtime performance; 
b) through the utilization of the normal workers' turnover; 
c) through the application of the measures provided by the 
Law on the Publishing Industry and within a global bargaining 
with the workers' organizations" 

The strategy of defence of employment levels appears 
to be, from the text, typically "Italian" in the sense that 
it relies mainly upon restrictions of hbour supply (overtime, etc.) 
and upon some form of public financial aid for crisis situations 
(the reference to the financial provisions of the Law on the 
Publishing Industry, which,,by the way, is still in discussion 
and not operative). 

c) Banking 

The Banking and Finance sectors have been, perhaps, the ~: 
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major buyers of Information Technology in recent years in Italy, 
accounting for some 45% of the total investments in computing 
and data processing units in the seventies. Information 
Technology has been introduced extensively both at the level 
of the "terminalization" of the counter services and the 
level of central management operations (Register of the 
customers, credit information, etc.). 

There is a contradiction between the labour-saving implications 
of the new technologies which were underlined in some studies 
and the employment record of the Banking Sector in Italy, which 
increased the number of its operatives by about 60% from 
1970-1979. The exceptional growth of the turnover of Banking 
services in Italy may certainly explain this constantly 
positive occupational balance, but it was some times affirmed 
that the absence of an effective inter-bank competition 
on costs and services in Italy is now allowing a certain amount 
of "overemployment" in the sector. In these conditions the 
labour-saving potentialities of computerization (e.g. the 
possibility of centralisation of all contact with the customer 
by a cashier operating a terminal) might not be fully pursued. 
There are signs, however, of a decrease in the rate of expansion 
of bank employment more recently. (From an average of 9% 
per year at the beginning of the seventies to below 5% in 76/78). 

It is estimated that Banks have autonomously produced 
some 70% of their soft-ware requirement, with a significant 
increase in the employment of technical staff. 

d) Telecommunications 

The manufacturing of communication apparatuses employs 
some 50,000 operatives in Italy, with 2/3 of the market consisting 
of public commutation systems. The gradual abandonment of 
mechanical components in commutation technologies will mean 
a loss of some 15,000 jobs, if compensative developments in 
other fields of production do not occur. The present situation 
in Italy is worsened by a serious financial crisis of 
ITALTEL, the major firm in the sector accounting for more than 
half of the total turnover, under the control of STET Public 
Holding. The present management of ITALTEL is planning a 
reduction in operative staff of 5000 units over three/four 
years, although they are not resorting for the moment to 
compulsory dismissals. It is hoped that the inevitable 
loss of jobs in manufacturing firms might be, at least partially, 
compensated by .an increase in employment by SIP, the monopoly 
operator of telephone services in Italy, in connection with 
the diffusion of new distributed information systems. 
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e) Manufacturing 

From the quoted research on "Robotics and Employment in the 
Engineering Sector", it appears that the automation of 
discontinuous processes, (numerical control, industrial robots), 
has interested the sectors of automobile production ~and home 
eleetrical •ppliances in particular. However, virtually 
all fields of industrial production, either operating on a continuous 
flow production, assembly-line systems or small-batch production 
are affected by progress in electronic applications. Even in the 
more traditional sectors like textiles and clothing we may find 
significant examples of the introduction of electronically 
controlled automatized machinery. Estimates in labour saving 
would require detailed case studies; the quoted research 
for example gives a range of a 7% to 25% reduction in the labour 
input requirement in car production, depending on the degree of 
effective implementation of the potentialities in the use of 
"robots''. There is an acknowledgement, however, that the new 
processes h~ve often meant an improvement in the overall 
working conditions, with the substitution of human manpower 
being concentrated in the most unpleasant and heavy jobs, 
(e.g. painting and welding in car assembly). This point is 
normal~y admitted by the Trade Union representatives themselves. 
The introduction of "robogate" system in the FIAT car assembly 
plants in Turin and Cassino for example is generally said 
to have given opportunities of "job-enlargement" for operatives 
previously confined to a repetitive task on the assembly-line, 
causing, however, additional strains, principally due to 
increases in work speeds for operatives employed upstream and 
downstream from the "robotized" section. 
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I - INTRODUCTION (1) 

Le 10 Mai 1981, Fran9oisMITTERRANDa ete elu President de la Republique. 

Cette election marque une profonde rupture dans !'evolution de la vie poli

tique fran9aise. L'objectif de ce papier est de definir, six mois apres le 

changement de gouvernement, quels sent les principaux axes de developpement 

de la nouvelle politique gouvernementale en matiere de prise en compte des 

consequences sociales de l'informatisation. 

La volonte de changement est clairement affirmee : "Nous vivons une grave 

crise economique et culturelle, les technologies existantes s'essoufflent, 

des progres radicalement nouveaux emergent ••• l'informatique pourra jouer 

un role considerable dans !'evolution de nos societes ••• L'informatique, si 

elle est introduite intelligemment dans le contexte d'un projet global de 

societe, sera capable de demultiplier les moyens de creer et de travailler 

de chacun." (Allocution du President de la Republique lors de l'annonce de 

la creation a Paris d'un Centre Mondial pour les Usages Sociaux de la Micro 

Electronique). 

Il est trop tot pour porter un jugement sur la politique gouvernementale 

dans ce domaine. De nombreuses reformes, bien que decidees, n'ont pas encore 

ete mises en oeuvre. Des reformes, plus nombreuses encore, ne sont aujour

d'hui encore qu'a l'etat de projet. La phase actuelle est encore, malgre quel

ques premieres initiatives, une phase de reflexion et de remise en cause (§II). 

Face a cet environnement nouveau, les partenaires sociaux semblent attendre 

les premieres :~cisions gouvernementales pour reagir et, eventuellement, 

reorienter leur politique d'action (§III). 

Phase de reflexion La phase actuelle est marquee par la tenue de nombreux 

colloques et la mise sur pied de nombreux programmes de recherches visant a 

eclairer la politique gouvernementale (§IV). 

(1) Ce document a ete realise au C.R.E.I. (Universite de Paris XIII) par 
Nezih DINCBUDAK, Jean Paul JEANDON, Patri~e MANCHION et Ugur MULDUR, 
sous la direction d'Olivier PASTRE. 
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Phase de reflexion, la phase actuelle est caracterisee par la poursuite 

des experiences sectorielles en cours, sans que de nouveaux projets a 
grande echelle scient veritablement lances (§ V). 

II - LES POLITIQUES GOUVERNEMENTALES : 

BEAUCOUP DE REFLEXION ET QUELQUES ACTIONS. 

La declaration du President de la Republique n'est pas une declaration de 

principe. Elle a ete reprise par certains membres du Gouvernement qui se 

sent efforces de la preciser 

• Jean Pierre CHEVENEMENT, Ministre de la Recherche et de la 

Technologie : il n'y aura "pas de pause dans l'effort" de develop

pement de l'informatique. Mais "une technologie pour se developper 

doit beneficier d 'un environnement social favorable" et "le deve

loppement de l'informatique ne peut passe faire en dehors de la 

societe et a plus forte raison contre elle". 

(Allocution ala Convention Informatique) • 

• Pierre DREYFUS, Ministre de l'Industrie : "L'emploi ne doit plus 

etre percu comme une consequence mais comme un objectif en fonction 

duquel la politique d'informatisation de la production industri

elle doit etre orientee" (Discours au Colloque de l'O.C.D.E. sur 

"l'Informatique, la Productivite et l'Emploi"- 19 Octobre 1981). 

Pour juger de la nouvelle politique gouvernementale en matiere d'informa

tisation, il faut integrer celle-ci dans les grandes reformes structurelles 

qui sent actuellement mises en oeuvre en France. Trois reformes revetent 

ici une importance toute particuliere 
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- Les Nationalisations. Deux chiffres seulernent pour montrer !'impor

tance de cette loi : 

• La part de la Recherche Industrielle sous centrale public va 

doubler pour atteindre pres de 75 % de l'effort total de recher

che et de developpement du pays. 

• Les nationalisations feront passer le pare public de 36 % a pres 

de 52 % des materiels informatiques installes en France. 

-La Decentralisation. Qu'il s'agisse de deconcentration industrielle 

ou de renforcement du pouvoir administratif des regions, l'informa

tique~ .facteur de decentralisation aussi bien que d'hyper concentra

tion du pouvoir, est tres directement concernee par cette reforme. 

L'Effort de Recherche. Un effort tres important doit etre consacre 

a cette activite (Objectif: 2,5% du P.N.B. en 1985), consideree 

camme un element essentiel de toute strategie de sortie de crise. 

Ceci pose, en ce qui concerne directement la dimension sociale de la politi

que d'informatisation, la position du gouvernement frangais peut etre carac

terisee aujourd'hui par un gros effort de reflexion {A), certaines actions 

de reorientations (Bet C) et une importante decision (D). 

0 

0 0 
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A - Un gros effort de reflexion 

Concernant la dimension sociale de l'informatisation, trois initiatives 

meritent ici d'etre soulignees. 

1) La "Mission Filiere Electronique" mise en place par le Ministere 

de la Recherche et de la Technologie. Cette mission creee le 19 Aout 1981, 

et presidee par M. Abel FARNOUX, a re~u pour objectif d'etablir un bilan 

de la recherche fran~aise en electronique, en fonction des finalites indus

trielles et comrnerciales a long terrne (horizon 1990). Reunissant 15 perma

nents et mobilisant au total 70 personnes, la Mission a mis sur pieds deux 

commissions "sociales" (sur un total de 15 commissions) : une commission 

"Ernploi-Formation" et une commission "Aspects socio-culturels". Deux jour

nees de reflexion sent prevues en Decernbre 1981 et le rapport final de la 

Mission doit etre remis au mois de Mars 1982. 

2) Le "Rapport sur les Droits des Travailleurs" realise par J. AUROUX, 

Ministre du Travail. Ce rapport qui a connu, en France, un grand retentis

sernent, parle peu d'informatisation. Deux propositions faites dans ce rap

port concernent neanrnoins directernent ce probleme. 

- la possibilite faite a tout comite d'entreprise de faire appel a un 

expert exterieur "sur les questions relatives a l'informatisation 

de l'entreprise11
• 

- la fusion du comite d'Hygiene et de Securite et du Comite d'Ameliora

tion des Conditions de Travail. Ces deux comites, institues en prin

cipe dans toute entreprise de plus de 300 salaries, sent, a l'heure 

actuelle, tres peu actifs. Leur fusion devrait permettre de leur 

donner un 11 second souffle 11
• 

Ces deux propositions font a l'heure actuelle, l'objet de projets de loi. 
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3) La relance de la discussion concernant l'activite du Fonds 

d'Amelioration des Conditions de Travail (Ministere du Travail) et la 

mise en oeuvre du Plan "Informatique et Conditions de Travail" (Ministere 

du Travail- Mission a l'Informatique). Dans un cas comme dans l'autre, 

les discussions actuelles visent a elargir le domaine d'application de ces 

deux programmes et a accelerer leur mise en oeuvre. 

B - L'action 

I) ~~~-E~~l~~~-~~~-~~-~~~!!~~~= 

La premiere action du nouveau gouvernement a ete de mettre en veilleuse un 

certain nombre de projets, et de reetudier les projets decides au cours du 

septennat precedent afin de leur donner une orientation en accord avec les 

objectifs generaux du programme gouvernemental. 

Le fondement de cette attitude s'explique par un souci d'agir en connais

sance de cause, en prenant tout le temps de la concertation avec les parte

naires sociaux. 

La decision, prise au mois de juin, de geler le plan informatique dans les 

etablissements scolaires et le ~~veloppement du secteur d'E.A.o., s'est 

fondee sur la constatation d'un manque de concertation et de reflexion peda

gogique serieux sur l'usage de l'informatisation dans l'enseignement. 

Une politique mains volontariste sera poursuivie, par ailleurs, en matiere 

de Videotext grand public. Neanmoins, le Ministre des P.T.T., A. MEXANDEAU, 

a annonce au cours de !'inauguration de !'experience pilate de Velizy, que 

le gouvernement souhaite davantage concentrer ses efforts sur le videotext 

professionnel~ 

Toujours en matiere de Telecommunication, le nouveau Ministre des P.T.T. a 

critique la prise en consideration des citoyens comme des clients par les 

services publics au cours du septennat precedent, et a mis l'accent sur la 

necessite d'un important effort de reorganisation de la recherche en matiere 

de circuits integres. 
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Les objectifs autour desquels le Plan Circuits Integres se doit d'etre 

elabore, sont definis par 1) la maitrise de nouvelles technologies, et 

2) par la reconquete du marche interieur. 

C - Action 

1) La politique industrielle 

La politique definie par le Ministre de l'Industrie en matiere de la pro

duction automatisee, repose sur les memes principes de base. En ce qui 

concerne la reconquete du marche interieur, le premier objectif a atteindre 

est de reduire la penetration etrangere de 60 % a 30 % dans le domaine des 

automatismes avances. 

Le deuxieme objectif est d'atteindre un taux de croissance de 40 % par an, 

par un developpement accelere de la production nationale dans le secteur 

des automatismes avances tels que Robot, MOCN, CAO, gestion automatisee de 

la production ainsi qu'en matiere de logiciels. 

L'effort financier en vue d'atteindre ces objectifs est evalue par le 

Ministere a 4 Milliards de FF dont la moitie environ (2,3 Md. FF) sera sup

portee par l'Etat. 

Dans le cadre des mesures annoncees, l'A.D.E.P.A. (Association pour le 

Developpement de la Production Automatisee) voit son role renforce en ma

tiere d'assistance technique et de conseil aupres des utilisateurs, notam

ment P.M.I. L'A.D.E.P.A. recevra du Ministere de l'Industrie 75 MF de 1982 

a 1984 pour remplir sa mission. 
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2) La Recherche 

Une politique offensive de recherche, annoncee avant les elections par 

le President de la Republique, se met en place progressivement, et la 

place de l'infor.matique dans ce programme voit son importance s'accroitre. 

Le Ministre de la Recherche et de la_ Technologie, J.P. CHEVENEMENT, a de

fini a la seance inaugurale de la Convention Informatique, les grandes 

!ignes de l'action gouvernementale en matiere de recherche et developpement 

en informatique. 

La strategie gouvernementale sera fondee sur trois objectifs 

- renforcer les points forts : le logiciel et l'industrie de 

telecommunication en creant trois poles telematiques auteur de 

Matra, Thomson et C.G.E. 

-assurer l'independance en matiere de composants. 

-assurer l'avenir de l'industrie informatique {CII-HB) 

Le budget du Ministere de la Recherche et de la Technologie s!elevera en 

1985 a 2,5 % du P.I.B., centre 1,S% en 1980. 

Le budget civil de la recherche prevoit une augmentation de 29,6 % par rap

port a 1980, tandis que les credits affectes a l'informatique croissent de 

60 %. 

LE BUDGET CIVIL DE LA RECHERCHE EN 1982, 
I AP 

en MF AP( 1) Augmentation CP(l) Augmentation 00(1) Augmentation + Augmentation 
1981 1981 1981 DO 1981 

ADI 247 + 30 % 118 + 10 % 35 + 40 % 282 + 31 % 

INRI A 65 + 56 % 44 + 20 % 92 + 27 % 157 + 38 % 

Total 
ADI + INRIA 312 + 34 % 162 + 13 % 127 + 31 % 439 + 33 % 

Plan d'infor-
matisation 640 + 80 % 463 + 70 % 18 + 38 % 658 + 79 % 

TOTAL 
INFORMATIQUE (2) 952 + 62 % 625 + 50 % 245 +· 122 % 1 097 + 60 % 

Total budget ci-
vil de la re- 12 700 + 36 % 10 700 + 24 % 12 700 + 18,6 r. 25 400 + 29,6 % 
cherche 

--
(1) AP : Autorisatiuns de Programme 

CP : Credits de Paiement 
DO : Depenses Ordinaires 

(2) A ce chiffre s 'ajoutent les budgets affectes ,~ lii rcn:iwrche f.'n Informatique par le Minisetre d(' 1 'Education 

I 
Nationale, soit 120 MF en 82. 

-- ----------..._·-·----~--·- .... ---- ~·-- --· --··- -- ----~----.. ----·------
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En totalisant !'ensemble des semmes allouees, on constate que 2 Milliards 

de FF seront affectes en 1982 a la recherche inforrnatique. 

En matiere d'informatisation, les methodes et moyens d'action utilises 

seront largement bases sur la concertation sociale. Le Ministre a mis !'ac

cent sur le fait que !'attitude scientifique doit desorrnais integrer la 

dimension sociale a la technologie. 

Une politique de la recherche ne sera reellement precisee qu'apres la tenue, 

en janvier prochain, du Colloque National sur la Recherche et la Technologie. 

3) La Formation 

Bilan Trois ans apres la relance du debat "Inforrnatique et Formation" 

a/ Formation initiale 

L'operation de "10 000 micro-ordinateurs" dans les lycees qui fut 

lancee fin 1978, sous la responsabilite du Ministere de !'Education, est 

loin d'atteindre les objectifs fixes. 

A l'heure actuelle, le nombre de micro-ordinateurs installes dans les 

lycees ne depasse pas 416. Et a cause du manque d'enseignants competents, 

!'utilisation de ces 416 micro-ordinateurs dans les lycees est loin d'etre 

"un facteur d'innovation" dans toutes les disciplines cornrne cela ·avait 

ete prevu. 

Le nouveau gouvernement, qui avait d'ailleurs arrete cette operation au 

debut de l'ete, apres avoir consulte les partenaires sociaux concernes, 

vient de decider la poursuite de !'operation, mais avec mains de precipita

tion. 

La commande de 1 250 micro-ordinateurs et de 300 imprimantes vient d'etre 

approuvee par le Ministre de !'Education, A. SAVARY. Il est evident que 

!'installation de ces micro-ordinateurs ne sera pas realisee avant la fin 

de 1982. 

I 
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Cependant, c'est la formation des enseignants qui reclame a court terme 

un effort considerable. L'objectif etait de former 5 000 enseignants. Or, 

on a decide qu'environ 200 enseignants vent etre repartis dans dix cen

tres specialises afin d'y recevoir une formation d'un an. 

On prevoit ainsi que sans un developpement accelere, l'operation ne pourra 

se realiser avant 1985. 

-Des reformes ont'ete entreprises pour moderniser et reactualiser 

le Bac H et les B.T.S. afin de les adapter a !'evolution technologique. Le 

Ministre de l'Industrie, P. DREYFUS a annonce la creation d'un B.T.S. en 

informatique industrielle et la decision d'attribuer 1,2 Md F sur 3 ans, 

pour l'equipement des etablissements d'enseignement. 

- Le cas des I.U.T. est le plus preoccupant 

dans ces filieres de formation. 

b/ ~~~~!!~~-~~~~~~~!~~~~!!~ 

presque rien n'est fait 

- L'operation "1000 informaticiens", visant a former des analystes

programmeurs, avait ete con~ue comme une premiere mesure d'urgence, un pal

liatif a court terme. 

On constate aujourd'hui que le bilan de cette operation est negatif. Au 

lieu de 1000 personnes prevues, 300 personnes ont ete reellement selection

nees par les s.s.c.r. et un nombre tres reduit de ces 300 personnes ont ete 

formees ace jour. L'echec ne peut s'expliquer simplement par la lourdeur 

du mecanisme de selection qui ne laisse pas assez de liberte aux s.s.c.r. 

Les s.s.c.I. on~ continue pourtant d'embaucher des jeunes, mais par d'autres 

circuits 

- Placee sous :_ tutelle du Ministere du Travail, l'Association pour 

la Formation Professionnelle des Adultes, principal organisme public de la 

Formation Permanente, a pour mission d'accueillir des salaries a titre indi

viduel, mais peut egalement intervenir dans diverses formations a la demande 

des entreprises. A partir du Ier Decembre 1981, l'A.F.P.A. met en place dans 
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son centre de Neuilly-sur-Marne, une nouvelle formation de gestionnaire 

de petit systeme informatique. L'evolution technologique favorise le de

veloppement de solutions informatiques internes dans les P.M.E. sans tou

tefois que scient assurees de fa<;on toujours satisfaisante, !'exploitation 

et la maintenance de premier niveau, ains.i que la relation avec les utili

sateurs, fournisseurs de materiel et realisateurs d'applications. C'est 

dans ce contexte, que l'A.F.P.A. propose ce nouveau cours avec un double 

objectif : 

1) former pour les P.M.E./P.M.I. "des informaticiens capables 

de mettre en oeuvre des systemes informatiques ou bureautiques, 

2) et pour les constructeurs et s.s.c.!. "des professionnels aptes 

a assurer les relations commerciales et techniques avec les 

P.M.E.". 

oes juin 1982, cette formation pourra etre etendue aux 22 "regions

programmes" de l'A.F.P.A. 

L'A.F.P.A. forme, par ailleurs aujourd'hui, dans 7 centres repartis sur 

toute la France, 480 personnes par an au metier d'analyste-programmeur en 

teletraitement et conversationnel. L'annee 1982 verra l'ouverture de trois 

centres nouveaux (Evry, caen, Metz) d'une capacite totale de 120 stagiaires. 

Le D.G.I. (Departement Gestion et Informatique) exerce egalement une acti

vite de recherche appliquee. En particulier, a la suite d'un contrat signe 

avec l'A.D.I., il collabore avec la Steria au projet Steve d'enseignement 

assiste par ordinateur utilisant des outils audio-visuels. 

Le manque de 10 000 specialistes constate au debut de l'annee 1980 par 

TEBEKA, a eu ainsi tendance a lentement diminuer. Cela n'est pas du toute

fois aux seules actions de l'appareil public de formation, mais d'une part 

a une baisse conjoncturelle du besoin d'informaticiens des entreprises et 

d'autre part, a toutes sortes de palliatifs a court terme et a !'emergence 
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de nombreux etablissements d'enseignement prives {1). 

Face a !'immense probleme que constitue la formation des hommes, le 

nouveau gouvernement, actuellement dans une phase de redefinition de la 

politique de formation a l'informatique, a marque sa volonte de donner une 

priorite a cet aspect du probleme. Le fait que les credits du Ministere de 

la Formation Professionnelle scient, en 1982, en augmentation de 27,5 % 

par rapport a l'annee anterieure, constitue un dernier temoignage de cette 

volonte. 

D - L'action 

III) ~~-~~~~~~-~~~~!~!-E~~-!~!-~~~S~!-~~~!~~~-~~-!~ 

~!~~~=~~!~~~~~~~ 

Le 20 Novembre 1981, le President de la Republique a annonce la creation 

officielle a Paris d'un Centre Mondial pour les Usages Sociaux de la Micro

informatique. C'est Jean-Jacques SERVAN-SCHREIBER, auteur du "Defi Mondial" 

qui est a l'origine de la creation de cet organisme. Fran9ois 

defini un triple objectif pour ce Centre : 

Servir de carrefour des icees et des connaissances du monde entier 

en matiere de micro-informatique. 

- Mettre au point des logiciels et des langages plus evolues, permettant 

la fabrication d'un ordinateur individual de grande diffusion. 

- Multiplie~ avec les organismes existants, les experimentations tech

niques et sociales en France et a l'etranger. 

(1) Notons, ace sujet, que l'insuffisance de l'appareil public laisse une 
large place a la formation privee. La qualite de la formation dans les 
organismes prives n'est toutefois soumise a aucun contrOle. 
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Dote de 100 MF de credit et devant faire travailler conjointement d'emi

nents chercheurs du monde entier, ce Centre devtait etre operationnel des 

Janvier 1982 (1). Le Ministere de la Recherche et de la Technologie s'est 

vu confier la charge de la realisation de ce projet. 

Le projet a suscite un certain nombre de reactions negatives en France. 

Les specialistes fran~ais en informatique ant ainsi regrette d'avoir ete 

tenus a l'ecart des premieres discussions, celles-ci ayant donne une place 

de choix aux experts etrangers. 

D'autre part, certains redoutent que le marche cree par les activites du 

centre ne profite davantage aux industries americaines au extreme orien

tales qu'aux entreprises fran9aises. 

Enfin, les chercheurs fran9ais s'etonnent de !'importance de l'enveloppe de 

credits octroyes a un seul centre de recherche. 

Des pourparlers sent en cours pour tenter de resoudre les problemes essen

tiels. On s'achemine vers la solution d'un centre "sans murs", essentielle

ment axe sur la cooperation des meilleurs specialistes fran9ais dans ce 

domaine, auxquels seraient associes quelques chercheurs etrangers de haut 

rang. Le travail se ferait dans les laboratoires fran9ais et etrangers qui 

accepteraient de participer a cette tache cooperative, sous l'egide d'un 

conseil d'administration que pourrait presider Jean-Jacques SERVAN-SCHREIBER, 

ses membres ainsi que le conseil scientifique et la direction restant fran-

9ais en majorite. 

Ce centre mondial serait par ailleurs un lieu inter-disciplinaire, ou tra

vailleraient ensemble informaticiens, electroniciens - mais aussi pedagogues, 

sociologues, chercheurs fondamentaux et industriels. 

Dans les jours qui viennent, les informaticiens fran9ais qui participent a 

(1) Parmi les personnalites etrangeres participant au projet, il convient 
de citer S. PAPERT, A.C. KAY, N. NEGROPONTE et le Professeur Zhisong 
Tang de Pekin. 
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ces discussions devraient proposer un projet dans ce sens et formuler des 

propositions qui pourraient servir de base a un pre-programme de travail 

et a une structure plus precise du futur centre. Il restera a definir le 

rOle que pourraient y jouer les chercheurs etrangers, et a preciser la 

participation des grands organismes de recherche, comme le CNRS, ou l'INRIA, 

l'Institut de Recherche en Informatique, ace projet. 

III - LES PARTENAIRES SOCIAUX 

Face au changement de gouvernement, les partenaires sociaux semblent atten

dre, pour reagir, que scient plus clairement definis les principaux axes de 

la nouvelle politique d'informatisation. 

Trois faits sent seuls ici a noter. 

A- L'activite de la Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des 

libertes. Cette Commission a pour mission de veiller ace que l'informa

tisation de la societe fran9aise ne se fasse pas au detriment des liber

tes individuelles. La C.N.I.L. vient de prendre des positions defavorables 

sur plusieurs projets. Elle a en particulier, refuse la mise en place au 

niveau national, du projet Gamin de selection medicale des jeunes enfants 

et demande la disparition de ce fichier dans les departements ou il est 

mis en oeuvre. Elle a, par ailleurs, limite le contenu du fichier du 

Service National. Enfin, elle s'est opposee a la creation d'un numero na

tional d' ide""tite informatise ( 1 ) .• 

(1) A noter par ailleurs, que la C.N.I.L. est a l'heure actuelle en conflit 
avec Interpol. La C.N.I.L. considere, en effet, dans l'avis rendu a la 
demande du Ministere des Relations Exterieures, qu'Interpol est soumise 
ala lei "informatique et libertes", comme toute organisation exer9ant son 
activite sur le territoire fran9ais. Ses fichiers devront done etre acces
sibles aux magistrats de la C.N.I.L. 
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B - Sur le front syndical ouvrier, rien a signaler. Les syndicats sent, 

a l'heure actuelle, trap preoccupes par les negociations concernant 

certains aspects fondamentaux de la vie sociale (reglementation de 

la duree du travail et renforcement du droit des travailleurs) pour 

faire de nouvelles propositions en matiere d'informatisation. A 

noter toutefois : 

-La "Vie Ouvriere", hebdomadaire de la C.G.T., a decide de partici

per a l'experience de videotex "'l'eletel" a Velizy. 60 pages seront 

atnsi composees par cet hebdomadaire, concernant les demandes d'em

ploi dans la region, les salaires en vigueur dans les differentes 

professions ••. 

Les syndicats C.G.T. et C.F.D.T. s'appretent a remettre aux Pouvoirs 

Publics leurs propositions respectives quant a l'avenir du secteur 

des Societes de Service et de Conseil en Informatique (S.S.C.I.). 

Le document que la C.G.T. remettra dans les jours qui viennent au Ministere 

de l'Industrie souligne qu'au travers des nationalisations en cours, les 

2/3 de la profession vont passer sous le controle des entreprises nationa

lisees ou des administrations. 

Cette constatation, precise le document en question, "permet d'envisager dif

feremment le role qui devra etre assigne a ces entreprises". Parmi les acti

vites des s.s.c.r. qu'il faudrait freiner, en vue de les supprimer a terme, 

la C.G.T. met l'accent sur la location de personnel, rejoignant en ce point 

les theses defendues par la C.F.D.T. 

En ce qui concerne les banques de donnees, la C.G.T. estime qu'il est logique 

que des informations de caractere public soient offertes par les s.s.c.I. 

"dans le cadre d'un service public" aux associations ou aux groupes d'indi

vidus. 
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Dernier point a retenir des propositions de la C.G.T., la constitution 

d'un organisme professionnel tripartite charge d'etudier !'evolution de 

la profession en fonction des possibilites nouvelles offertes par les 

changements technologiques. 

De son cote, la c.F.D.T. a remis un premier document au Ministere du 

Travail dans lequel elle attire !'attention des pouvoirs publics sur les 

conditions de travail en regie {location de personnel), qu'elle qualifie 

"d 'informatisation sauvage". Un second document en preparation devrai t se 

pencher, quant a lui, sur les activites memes des societes de service. 

Source Le Monde Informatique du 7/12/81. 

C - Du cote des syndicats patronaux, peu de reactions sont a enregistrer. 

Le seul fait marquant est le depart de M. Fran~ois CEYRAC de la Presidence 

du C.N.P.F. {Centre National du Patronat Fran~ais) et son remplacement 

par Yvon GATTAZ. Certains observateurs voient la le signe d'une certaine 

"ouverture" de la part du principal syndicat patronal fran~ais. 

IV - ETUDES ET RECHERCHES 

Les problemes de sensibilisation et d'information paraissent essentiels au 

nouveau gouvernemt:nt, pour assurer une mise en oeuvre "democratique" de sa 

politique d'informatisation de la societe. 

Les enjeux dans ce de:-: . .: ... ne, sont d' importance 

- Preparer le terrain de la reflexion aux problemes des annees 90. 

- Permettre au plus grand nombre d'agir en toute connaissance de 

cause. 
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un important effort en la matiere constitue done un prealable fondamental 

ala definition d'une politique d'informatisation. Depuis le 10 Mai, les 

principaux faits a retenir en la matiere se situent a trois niveaux 

- Les etudes 

- Les publications 

- Les colloques. 

A - Les Etudes 

Dans le domaine des etudes, un effort important semble s'engager sous 

l'egide de la Mission a l'Informatique (Ministere de l'Industrie), et ce 

dans deux directions. 

1) Le developpement des contrats de recherches. Parmi les contrats 

recemment signes, citons 

• Une etude portant sur l'organisme du logiciel, confiee a l'Institut 

de Recherche sur !'Amelioration des Conditions de Travail de Toulouse • 

• Une etude consacree a l'emploi feminin en collaboration avec le 

Ministere des Droits de la Femme, confiee au Centre de Recherches en Econo

mie Industrielle (Universite Paris XIII) • 

• Une etude relative a l'electronisation des flux monetaires, effec

tuee par le Centre de Recherches en Economie Industrielle en collaboration 

avec le Centre Superieur des Affaires (C.E.S.A.) • 

• Une etude relative aux transformations de !'organisation du travail 

lie au developpement de la bureautique. 

2) Projet plus ambitieux, la Mission a l'Informatique participe avec 

l'Institut National de la Statistique, a !'edification d'un compte satellite 

de l'informatique rattache au systeme de Comptabilite Nationale. Il s'agit 

la d'une experience originale qu'il convient de souligner. 
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Parmi les autres organismes publics ayant recemment commandite des etudes, 

il convient de citer : 

- L'Agence Nationale pour !'Amelioration des Conditions du Travail 

a assume la mise en place d'une politique d'etudes de cas relative a l'in

formatisation. 

- L'Association Fr.anyaise de Normalisation mene une reflexion sur les 

possibilites d'internationalisation des normes en matiere de robotique. 

- Le commissariat General au Plan pour sa part, est en train de mettre 

sur pied, en collaboration avec la Mission a l'Informatique, un nouveau pro

gramme a moyen terme sur le theme 11 Nouvelles Technologies et Emploi" (Source 

Ministere de l'Industrie). 

B - Les publications 

Il faut noter tout d'abord, que M. Simon NORA, qui fut l'un des deux signa

taires du rapport sur l'Informatisation de la Societe, commande par M. Valery 

GISCARD D'ESTAING, va desormais presider le Comite de Direction de la Collec

tion "Informatisation et Societes" lancee en 1978 par la Mission a l'Informa

tique. Nous rappelons que cette collection entend favoriser le debat sur les 

consequences economiques, sociales et culturelles de l'informatisation 

(Source: 01 Informatique, Electronique, Actualite). 

La Mission a l'Informatique, en collaboration avec l'A.N.A.C.T. participe a 
la publication d' _,n "Guide Actif Methodologique" a 1' usage des entreprises 

utilisatrices d'informatique. Ce guide vise a faciliter !'introduction, dans 

les entreprises, des systemes informatiques prenant en consideration les 

facteurs sociaux (1) 

(1) Editions !'Organisation 1981. 
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Le Conseil Economique et Social a demande a M. Y. LASFARGUE, Membre de 

l'Union Confederale des Cadres du Syndicat C.F.D.T., une etude sur la 

robotique qui sera remise en Janvier 1982 et qui devrait faire l'objet 

d'une publication. 

L'Association Fran9aise de Normalisation (A.F.N.O.R.) de son cote, a fait 

publier un ouvrage sur l'informatique et la securite. 

C - Les colloques 

- La Convention Informatique qui s'est tenue a la mi-septembre 1981 

a ete le cadre d'une vaste reflexion sur les aspects economiques et sociaux 

de l'informatisation. 

- Le Colloque organise par l'Organisation de Cooperation et de Deve

loppement Economique ayant pour theme "Les Technologies de l'Information, 

la Productivite et l'Emploi" (1), dent les differentes interventions seront 

publiees. 

- Diebold France a organise de son cote deux journees de reflexion sur 

la robotique auxquelles de nombreux responsables gouvernementaux ont parti

cipe (2) (Source: 01 Informatique). 

- L'Association Internationale pour l'Amelioration du Cadre du Travail 

et de son Environnement a tenu un colloque portant sur "Bureautique, Cadre 

et Conditions de Travail", preside par B. LORIMY , Directeur de l'Agence de 

l'Informatique dent les themes principaux furent les te~inaux multi-fonc

tions, la normalisation et le pouvoir de l'utilisateur. 

(1) Chateau de la Muette, 19-21 Octobre 1981, Paris. Groupe de Travail sur 
la politique de l'information, de l'informatique et des communications. 

(2) 24 et 25 Novembre 1981. A cette occasion, M. Franyois'BARASTIN du Minis
tere de la Recherche et de la Technologie y a annonce la constitution 
d'une Mission robotique en collaboration avec le Ministere de l'Industrie, 
l'Agence de l'Informatique, l'Association pour le Developpement de la 
Production Automatisee et l'A.N.V.A.R. 

• 
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V - LES EXPERIENCES SECTORIELLES 

La periode actuelle est a la reflexion. Elle n'est pas au demarrage de 

nouvelles experiences sectorielles. En attendant la definition des nou

veaux "programmes d'actions prioritaires", en matiere d'informatisation, 

le gouvernement se contente de poursuivre les experiences en cours. 

Il convient de remarquer que la plupart de celles-ci concernent 

l'informatisation du secteur tertiaire. 

Parmi les experiences dent la programmation est arrivee a la phase opera

tionnelle au cours des derniers mois, il convient de noter : 

L'ouverture a Paris d'un service de documentation pour les 

Avocats : le C.E.O.I.A. 

- Un centre serveur d'informations telematiques destinees aux 

asriculteurs a ete presente le 28 Juillet 1981 a NANTES pour 

la D.G.T. Ce Centre telematique, denomme AGRIPEL, permettra a 
25 agriculteurs de Loire-Atlantique, d'obtenir sur leur ecran 

de television, les informations relatives a !'agriculture, 

meteorologie, gestion ag£~~ole, etc. Les banques de donnees 

seront plus tard creees a !'echelon regional ou local par des 

groupements professionnels, des associations ou societes privees. 

Premieres mises en service de "Libre-service Affranchissement" 

dans trois bureaux de ~estes parisiens. P.T.T. prevoit dans un 

premier temps d'equiper 200 bureaux les plus importants. 

- La premiere experience de videotex professionnel a eu lieu dans 

l'hotellerie ~- ~n~aise. 

-Au cours de l'annee 1982, experimentation de la carte a memoire 

a BLOIS (CII-HB), LYON (Schlumberger) et CAEN (Philips). 
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- L'electronique Marcel DASSAULT vient de presenter en fonction

nement au SICOB 81, pour la premiere fois, un terminal d'autori

sation qui permet aux commer~ants de simplifier la procedure 

habituelle lors des paiements par cartes de credit. Il sera ex

periment€ en 1982. 

- L'ADI vient decreer une mission pour l'informatisation du 

secteur medico-social afin de renforcer son action dans ce 

domaine. 
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I - INTRODUCTION (1) 

The election of Fran9ois MITTERRANDas President of the Republic on 
10 May,l981 radically altered the course of political events in France. 
This paper seeks - six months after the new goverment took power - to 
define the main lines of the new Goverment's policy in respect of the 
social consequences of the introduction of information technology • 

President MITTERRANDclearly endorsed a desire for change when he said in 
an address announcing the setting up in Paris of a Centre Mondial pour les 
Usages Sociaux de la Micro-informatique (World Centre for the Social Uses 
of Microprocessors) : 

"We are living through a serious economic and cultural crisis, 
existing technology is becoming obsolescent and radical new 
developments are taking place ••• information technology could 
play a significant role in the evolution of our society ••• 
if we adopt an intelligent approach to the introduction of infor
mation technology in the context of an ove~ll plan for society 
it could expand every individual's capacity to work and to create". 

It is too early to judge government policy in this area, for although 
many reforms have been decided on, they have not yet been implemented, 
while many more are still on the drawing board. Although a few initial 
steps have been taken, the subject is still under discussion and investi
gation (II). 

Faced with this new development, the two sides of industry seem to be 
awaiting the first government decisions before reacting and, if needs be, 
recasting their own policies (III). 

In the present phase, many symposia have been organized and many research 
programmes launched to clarify Government policy (IV). 

(1) This paper was prepared at the Centre de Recherches en Economie 
Industriell~ (CREI), University of Paris XIII by Nezih Dincbudak, 
Jean-Paul Jeandon, Patrice Manchion and Ugur Muldur under the 
guidance of Olivier Pastre. 

.;. 
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This is chiefly a period of reflection; although a few sectoral ex)eriments 
are taking placeJno new large-scale projects have been launched (v • 

II - GOVERNMENT POLICIES : 

MUCH THOUGHT AND SOME ACTION. 

The statement by the President of the Republic is not a declaration of 
principle. It was taken up by various members of the Government who 
sought to give it substance : 

- Jean Pierre Chevenement, Minister for Research and Technology said there 
would be 1'no slackening in the effort

1
' to develop information technology, 

but"it needed a favourable social climate to develop ••• Information tech
nology could not be developed apart from society and still less in 
opposition to it~ 

(Address to the Convention Informa
tique (Information Conference). 

- Pierre Dreyfus, Minister for Industry said :''employment should not 
be seen as a consequence but as an aim governing the choice of policy 
regarding the application of information technology to industrial 
product ion: 

(Address to the OECD Symposium on Information technomogy, 
Productivity and Employment - 19 October 1981). ' 

If the new government's information technology is to be judged, it must be 
seen in the context of the major structural reforms at present being imple
mented in France. Three of these reforms are of particular significance. 

- Nationalization. Two figures alone give some idea of the impact of 
'this law : 

- the percentage of industrial research under public control will double, 
amountingto nearly 75% of FTance's total research and development 
endeavours ; 

- nationalization will increase from 36 % to 52 % the percentage of state
owned computer equipment in France. 

- Decentralization. Whether industrial decentralization or the strengthening 
of the administrative powers of the regions is at stake, information tech
nology - which can be used to decentralize power as well as to concentrate 
it - is very heavily affected by this reform. 

- Research. Substantial funds are to be devoted to this activity (the aim 
ls 2.5 % of GNP in 1985), which is regarded as a vital factor in any 
strategy aimed at overcoming the crisis. 

Ref above , there are three main facets to the French Government's 
position on the actual social aspects of IT policy today : a major effort 
is being devoted to consideration of the problem (A), certain projects 
have been rethought (B), and (c), a major decision has been taken (D) • 

. /. 

.. 
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With respect to the social aspects of i'nfonnation technology, three 
measures are worth mentioning. 

-1) The ''ltission Filiere Electronique" (electronics mission), set up by 
the Ministr,y of Research and Technology on 19 August 1981 and headed 
by Mr Abel Farnoux, has been given the task of reviewing French research 
in electronics for long-term industrial and commercial purposes 
(horizon 1990). It has a staff of 15 permanent members and call on 
a total of 70 people. The Mission has set up two "social" committees 
(out of a total of 15 committees), an employment training committee 
and a committee on socio-cultural aspects. It is planned to hold a 
two-day discussion in December 1981 with a final report by the Mission 
to be submitted in March 1982. 

-2) The "Rapport sur les Droits des Trava.illeurs" (report on workers'rights) 
which was drawn up by J. Auroux of the Minister of Employment and which 
caused a considerable stir in France, makes little reference to the 
introduction of infor.mation technology. Nevertheless, two proposals 
contained in the report are directly related to the question : 

that ever,y works council be able to call on an outside expert for 
advice on matters concerning the introduction of information tech
nology in a firm ; 

- that the Health and Safety Committee and the Committee on the Impro
vement of Working Conditions be merged. These two committees are in 
principle set up in any firm employing over 300 workers, but are 
largerly inactive at the present time. A merger should give them a 
new lease of life. 

Both these proposals are at present being incorporated in draft laws. 

-3) Discussions have been reopened concerning the Fonds d'Amelioration des 
Conditions de Travail under the Ministry of Labour and implement.tiaa 
of the "Infonnatique et Conditions de Travail" (information technology 
and working conditions) programme under the Ministry of Labour- Mission 
a l'Informatique (information technology office). The aim of these 
discussions is to expand the area of application of both programmes and 
speed up their implemenv~cion. 

B. Action 

I. Projects in abeyance 

One of the new Government's first steps was to reduce activity on a number 
of projects to a minimum and re-examine the projects approved during the 
preoeeding Presidential term, so as to align them with the general aims of 
it a programme. 

This attitude is fotmded on the desira to act in full knowledge of the 
facts and to allow sufficient time for concertation with management and 
labour. 

The decision taken in June to halt the ro ramme to introduce com uters in 
schools and to develo com uter assisted instruction CAI was motivated by 
the realisation that there had been little concertation and insufficient 
consideration of the educational implications. 

.;. 
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A less active policy will be followed as regards the introduction of 
Videotext for the use of the general public. At the inauguration of 
the Velizy pilot project, Mr. A. Mexandeau, the new Minister of Commu
nication announced that the Government hoped to concentrate more on the 
use of Videotext in business. 

In another reference to the realm of telecommunications, t~A new Minister 
criticized the public services for regarding citizens as customers duri'ng the 
previous Presidential term and stressed the need for a radical reorganization 
of research into integrated circuits. 

The aim around which the integrated circuits plan should be built are 

- 1. master,y of the new technology 
~ 2. reconquest of the domestic market. 

c. Action 

II. Reactivated projects 

1. Industrial policy 

The policy laid down by the Minister of Industr,y as regards automated production is 
governed by the same basic principles. AB regards reconquest of the domestic market, 
the first aim is to reduce the foreign share from 60 % to 30 % in the area of 
advanced automation. 

The second objective is to achieve an annual growth rate of 40 % by accelerated 
development of national production in the advanced automated sector such as Robot. , 
NC machine tools, automated production management and software. 

The Ministr,y estimates that a budget of FF 4 000 million, of which some FF 2.3 thou
sand million is to be provided by the State, will be needed to achieve these aims. 

Under the measures which have been announced, the ADEPA(Association pour le neveloppe
ment de la Production Automatisee - association for the development of automated 
production) - will play a more important role as regards technical assistance and 
advice to users, particularly small and medium-sized industries. In 1982-84, the 
ADEPA will receive FF 75 million to amount its assignment. 

2. Research 

The dynamic research policy, promised before the elections by the President of Repu
blic is gradually emerging and information technology is assuming growing within it. 

At the inaugural meeting of the information conference, J.P. CHEVENEMENT, the Minister 
of Research and Technology announced the main lines of Government action as regards 
information technology research and development. 

. ;. 
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Government strategy is based on three goals : 

- to reinforce the strong points : software and the telecommunications 
industr.y by setting up three telematics centres based on Matra, Thomson 
and CGE; 

- to achieve independence in the field of component parts ; 

- to ensure the future of the telematics industry (CII-HB). 

The Ministry of Research and Technology budget in 1985 will amount to 
2.5 % of GNP as against 1.8 % in 1980. 

The non-military research budget will be raised by 29.6 % compared with 
1980, while appropriations for information technology will rise by 60 %. 

The non-militaEY research budget in 1982 

in million PA Increase AP Inc~eas~ OE Increase PA Increase 
FF (1) -~98f (1) over 

:1 (1) oves + over,. 
19~'81 ~ 19 1 OE l9Bl 

ADI 247 + 30 s 118 + 10 s ,; 35 + 40 s 282 + 31 I 

INRI A 65 + 56 s 44 + 20 s 92 + 27 s 157 + 38 s 

Total 
ADI + INRIA 312 .. 34 s 162 + 13 I 127 + 31 I .. ,. + l3 s 
Com put eri za- I 
tion plan 640 +80S 463 

Total infor--
matics (2) 952 + 62 I 625 

Tot~t non-
ml. l. a~ re- 12 700 + 36 s 10 700 
search udge ~ 

-

(1) PA - Programme authorizations 
AP - Appropriations for payment 
OE - Ordinary expenditure 

+ 70" 18 .. , 158 + 79 s 

+ 50 I 245 +·122 I 1097 + 60 I 

+ 24 I i 12 700 + 18.6 I 25 400 + 2~.6 I 
....__ _______ 

I 

(2) To this figure should be added the appropriations for informatics research 
allocated by the Ministry of Education, namely FF 120 million in 1982. 

Altogether, FF 2 000 m~ilion will be allocated to informatics research 
in 1982. 

\ 

With respect to the introduction of information technology, the methods 
and means of action unsed will largely depend on the results of social 
concertation. The Minister has stressed that in future scientists must 
take account of the social implications of technology. 

A reseal ~h policy will not be fully defined until after- ·the National Sympo
sium on Research and Technology to be held in January. 

.;. 
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3. Training 

Survey three years after the re-opening of the discussion on information 
technology and training. 

a/ Initial training 

The campaign to install 10 000 microcomputers in lycees (upper secondary 
schools), launched at the end of 1978 under the responsibility of the 
Ministry of Education, is still from having achieved the goals set for it. 

At the present time, no more than 416 microcomputers have been installed in 
upper secondary schools. Because of the shortage of competent instructors, 
the use of these 416 microcomputers is far from achieving the hoped-for 
innovative breakthrough in all disciplines. 

The new Government, which halted this campaign early in the summer, after 
consulting those concerned, has since decided to go ahead with it, though 
with less haste. 

A. Savary, the Minister of Education, has just approved an order for 1 250 
microcomputers, and 300 printers, but these microcomputers will obviously 
not be installed before the end of 1982. 

In the short term, however, it is teacher training which demands considerable 
effort. The aim was to train 5 000 teachers, but it has been decided to send 
some 200 teachers to ten specialized centres for one-year training courses, •. 

Thus, unless things are speeded up, the campaign cannot be completed before 
1985. 

Reforms have been introduced to modernize and update the Baccalaureat H str~ 
- which includes computer sciences .:. a.nd the BTS (Brevet de Technicie:a superieur 
- advanced technical studies certificate - ) to adapt them to technological 
change. P. Dreyfus, theMinister of Industry, has announced the creation of a 
BTS in industrial information technology and has decided to allocate FF I 200 
million over three years for the equipment of teaching establishments. 

The Institute universitaires de Technologie (IUT) are.cau.sing the greatest 
concern, for ·almost nothing is being done as regards this type of t~ining. 

b/ Vocational training 

The "1000 computer experts" campaign to train programme analysts was designed 
as an initial emergency measure - a short-term palliative. 

The results of this campaign are negative. Instead of the planned 1 000 
trainees, in practice 300 people were selected by the SSCI and very few of 
those 300 have completed their training to date. This failure cannot be 
attributed entirely to a cumbersome selection mechanism which does not allow 
the SSCI sufficient freedom. The SSCI (Societas de Service et Conseil en infor
matique- data application consultant) have continued to recruit young people, 
but through other channels. 

.;. 
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The Association pour la Formation Profesaionnelle des Adultes (AFPA) -
Association for adult vocational training- under the aegis of the 
Ministry of Labour, is the main public body responsible for vocational 
training. Its task is to provide training for employees on an individual 
basis, but it can also take part in various types of training at the 
request of fi:rms. On 1 December 1981, the AFPA set up a new training 
course in the management of small data systems at its Neuilly-su~arne 
centre. Technological advances encourage the use of computer systems in 
small and medium-sized undertakings, although first-class utilization and 
maintenance of such systems or relations between users, hardware manufac
turers and applications designers are not always guaranteed. In this 
context the AFPA is offering a new course with two aims : 

1) to train operators capable of using data systems or automated 
office equipment to work in small and medium-sized undertakings 
and industries ; 

2) to train operators capable of establishing commercial and technical 
links with small and medium-sized undertakings to work for manufac
turers and the SSCI. 

The training course can be extended to the 22 regional programmes of the 
AFPA as from June 1982. 

Today, the AFPA is training 480 people per year in seven centres scattered 
throughout France as programme analysts in teleprocessing and the conversa
tional mode. Three more centres with atotal capacity of 120 trainees will 
be opened at Evry, Caen and Metz in 1982. 

The DGI (Departement Gestion et Informatique - Management and information 
technology -.department) is also engaged in applied research. In particular, 
having concluded a contract with the Agence de l'Informatique (ADI), it is 
cooperating with STERIA in the Steve computer Assisted Education Project using 
audio visual aids. 

The shortfall of 10 000 data specialists noted at the beginning of 1980 by 
TEBEKA is thus being slowly wittled away. However, this is not solely due 
to public training programmes but also to a cyclical decline in the demand 
for computer operators by firms, a variety of short-term palliatives and the 
appearance on the scene of numf=lrons private training establishments (1). 

Faced with the immense problem of training people and the need to redefine 
an information technology, the new Government has shown that it wishes to 
give priority to this aspect of the problea. The fact that the appropriations 
for the Ministry of Vocational Training were raised by 27.5% for 1982 compared 
with last year is·evidence of this attitude. · 

D. Action 

III. World Centre for the Social Uses of Microprocessors 

On 20 November 1981, the President of the Republic officially announced the 
setting up in Paris r a World Centre for the Social Uses of Microprocessors. 
The idea originated with Jean-Jacques SERVAN-SCHREIBER, author of "Defi Mondial". 
FrangoisMITTERRANDannounced a triple objective for the Centre : 

(1) In this connection, the inadequacy of public facilities leaves the field 
wide open for private training. Training standards in private establish
ments are not subject to any control. 

.;. 
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- to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and knowledge in the 
field of microprocessors throughout the world ; 

- to develop the most advanced software and languages so that indivi
dual computers could be developed for mass distribution ; 

- to increase technical and social experiments by existing bodies in 
France and abroad. 

Eminent research scientists from all over the world will work at the Centre 
which should become operational in Januar,y 1982 (1) and to which FF 100 million 
have been allocated. The Ministry of Research and Technology is responsible 
for implementing the project. 

There were some negative reactions to this project in France. French infor
mation technology experts, for example, deplored the fact that they had not 
been invited to the initial discussions, which were dominated by foreign 
experts. 

Other expressed fears that the market built up as a result of the Centre's 
activities might be of greater benefit to American or Far Eastern manufactu
rers than to their French counterparts. 

Lastly, French research workers are surprised at the size of the appropriations 
granted to a single research centre. 

Talks under way in an endeavour to resolve the main problems seem to be headed 
towards a solution in the form of a structure based essentially on cooperation 
between the leading French experts in this field in association with a number 
of top-level foreign researchers. The work would be carried out in those 
laboratories in France and abroad willing to participate in this cooperative 
task under the aegis of an administrative board which could be chaired by 
Jean-Jacques SERVAN-5CHREIBER, the majority of the members of that board, of 
the scientific council and of the management would be French. 

This would be an interdisciplinary centre where information technology experts, 
electronics experts, sociologists, basic and industrial research scientists 
would work together. 

In the near future, the French information technology experts participating 
in these discussions will put forward a proposal to this effect and draft 
proposals to serve as a basis for a preliminary work programme and a more spe
cific structure for the future Centre. The role to be played by foreign 
research workers would still have to be defined, as would the degree of parti
cipation of ma.ior research .institutes such as the CNRS or the INRIA, the 
Infonnation r.rechnology research Inatftute. 

(1) Among the distinguished foreigners participating in the project are 
S. PAPERT, A.C. KAY, N. NEGROPONTE and Prof. Zhisong Tang of Peking • 

. ;. 
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III. THE TWO SIDES OF INDUSTRY 

Faced with the change of Government, the two aides of induatr.y appear to be 
waiting for a clearer picture of the main features of the new computerization 
policy before reacting. 

Three points only should be noted here. 

A- The work of the Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des libertes 
(CNIL : National Commission on Information Technology and Liberties). 
The task of this commission is to ensure that the computerization of 
French society does not take place at the cost of individual liberties. 
The CNIL has recently come out against several projects. In particular 
it rejected the introduction at national level of the Gamin project on 
the medical selection of young children and demanded that his file be 
scr.apped in those departments in which it has been introduced. It also 
restricted the content of the National Service file. Finally it opposed 
the creation of a computerized national identity number (1). 

B - There is nothing to report as regards the trade unions. The unions are 
currently too preoccupied with negotiations on certain fundamental 
aspects of social life (rules on working hours and strengthening of 
workers' rights) to make new proposals on computerization. The following 
should, however,. be noted : 

- the "Vie Ouvriere" (Working Life), the CGT' s weekly publication, has 
decided to take part in the "Teletel" videotext experiment at Velizy. 
Accordingly, 60 pages will be composed by this weekly on job applica
tions in the region, the wages in force in the various occupations ••• 

- the CGT and CFm' trade union organizations are preparing to submit 
their respective proposals to the public authorities regarding the 
future of the Societas de Service at de Conseil en Informatique sector 

The document that the CGT will present to the Ministry of Industry in the 
near future stresses that the nationalization schemes in progress will bring 
two-thirds of the profession under the control of nationalized undertakings or 
the authorities. 

The last point to be noted among the CGT proposals is the setting up of a 
tripartite professional body responsible for stu~ing the development of the 
profession in the light of the new opportunities offered by technological 
changes. 

(1) It should also be noted that the CNIL is currently involved in a 
dispute with Interpol. In its opinion delivered at the request of 
the Ministry of External Relations, the CNIL maintains that Interpol 
is subject to the law on information technology and liberties in the 
same way as an:v .... "ganization operating on French terrotory. CNIL 
magistrates must therefore have access to its files. 

.;. 
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For its part, the CFDT has presented an initial document to the Ministry of Labour 
in which it draws the attention of the public authorities to conditions of employ
ment in the public sector (renting of personnel from outside firms), which it des
cribes as ''uncontrolled computerizationn. A second document which is being drawn 
up should deal with the actual activities of service companies. 

II II 
Source : Le Monde Informatique of 7 december 1981 

C - There is little reaction from the employers' organizations to record. 

The only event of note has been the replacement of Monsieur Fran9ois CEYRAC by 
Yvon GATTAZ as President of the CNPF (Centre National du Patronat Fran9ais - French 
National Employers'Association). Some observers see this as a sign of a degree of 
"opening up" on the part of the main employers' organization in France. 

IV • STUDIES AND RESEARCH 

The new Government evidently regards the problems of info:nning the public and increa
sing its awareness of the situation as essential to a "democratic" implementation of 
its policy for the computerization of society. 

What is at stake here is important 

- preparing the ground for studying the problem of the 1990s 
- enabling as many as possible to be fully informed 

A major effort in this field is therefore a fundamental prerequisite to the formula
tion of a computerization policy. Since 10 May, the main events to be recorded 
have been in three areas : 

- studies; 

- publications 

- conferences. 

A - Studies 

As regards studies, a major effort is being undertaken under the aegis of the Mission 
a l'Informatique (Ministry for Industrial Affairs), in two areas : 

l).a study concerning the structure of software, commissioned from the 
Institut de Recherche sur !'Amelioration des Conditions de Travail 
(Institute for Research into the Improvement of Working Conditions) in 
Toulouse • 

• a study devoted to the employment of women in collaboration with the 
Ministry for Women's Rights, commissioned from the Centre de Recherches 
en Economie Industrielle (CREI - Centre for Research in Industrial 
Economics) (University of Paris XIII) • 

• a study on the computerization of currency flows, carried out by the 
CREI in collaboration with the Centre d'Enseignement Superieur des Affaires 
(CESA - Centre for Advanced Business Studies) 

.a study on the changes in work organization connected with the development 
of office electronics. 

.;. 
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2) In a more ambitious project, the Mission a l'Informatique is taking 
part with the Institut National de la Statistique (INSEE - National 
Statistics Institue) in. drawing up a subsidia~ account for informa
tion technology connected to the National Accounts system (SECN). 
This is an original experiment to which attention should be drawn. 

Among other public bodies which have recent~ commissioned studies, the follo
wing should be noted : 

L'A nee Nationale our l'Am~lio~tion des Conditions du Travail 
ANACT, National Agency for the Improvement of Working Conditions) has 

introduced a policy of case studies relating to computerization. 

- L'Association ~n aise de Normalisation (AF.NOR - French Standardi
zation Association is studying the possibilities of internationalizing 
standards in relation to robotics. 

The Commissariat General au Plan (Central Planning Office) is in the 
process of setting up, in collaboration with the Mission a l'Informatique 
a new medium-tenn programme on the theme "New Technologies and Thtployment" 
(Source : Ministry of Industry). 

B - Publications 

It should be noted first of all that Simon NORA, who is one of the two authors 
of the report on the Computerization of Society commissioned by President Valer,y 
Giscard d'Estaing is now to head the Managing Board of the "Infonnatisation et 
Societas" (Computerization and Society) series launched in 1978 by the Mission 
a l'Informatique. It should be recalled that the aim of this series is to stimu
late debate on the economic, social and cultur.al consequences of computerization 
(Source : 01 Informatique, Electronique, Actualite). 

The Mission a l'Informatique, in collaboration with ANACT, is participating in 
the publication of a "Guide Actif Methodologique" (Active Methodological Guide) 
for the use of firms operating data processing systems. The aim of this guide is 
to facilitate the introduction in firms of data-processing systems which takes 
social factors into account (1). 

The Social and Economic Council has asked Yves LASFARGUE, Member of the Union 
Confederale des Cadres de la CFDT (UCC-GFDT Confederated Union of Managerial Staff 
of the CFDT) to carry out a study on robotics which will be submitted in Januar,y 
1982 and should be published. 

The Association Fran9aise de Nonnalisation (AFNOR) has published a work on infor
mation technology and security. 

C - Conferences 

- The Information Technology Convention held in mid-september 1981 was the 
forum for a wide-ranging examination of the economic and social aspects of compu
terization. 

- The conference o~...-.nized by the Or nization for Economic Coo era.tion and 
Development (OECD) on ·J.nr'ormation Technology, Productivity and :Employment" 2 ; 
the various reports presented at the conference will be published. 

(1) Editions !'Organisation 1981 

(2) Chateau de la Muette, 19-21 October 1981, Paris. Working Party on Information, 
Data Processing and Communications Policy. 

./. 
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- Diebold France organized a two-day conference on robotics which was 
attended by many Government figures (1) (Source : 01 Informatique) 

-The Association Internationale pour !'Amelioration du Cadre du Travail et 
de son Environnement (International Association for the Improvement of the Working 
Environment) held a conference on "Office Electronics, Working Environment and 
Working Condi tiona", chaired by B. LORIMY, Head of the Agence de 1' Informatique, 
(Information Technology Agency), the principal themes of which were multi-function 
terminals, standardization and the power of the user. 

V. S~TORAL EXPERIMENTS 

The current period is one of study. No new sectoral experiments are being started. 
Pending the definition of new "priority action progre.mmes11 on computerization, the 
Government is simply pursuing the current experiments. 

It should be pointed out that most of these are concerned with information technology 
in the services sector. 

The following experiments which have reached the operational stage in the last few 
months should be noted : 

- the opening in Paris of the documentation service for lawyers : the CEDIA; 

- a centre distributing telematic information for farmers was presented on 
28 July 1981 in Nantes for the DGT. This Telematics Centre, called AGRIPEL, 
will allow 25 farmers in the Loire-Atlantique area to receive on their TV 
screens information on agriculture, meteorology, farm management, etc. Data 
banks will be set up later at regional or local level by professional groups, 
associations or private companies. 

- introduction of "self-service franking" in three post offices in Paris. 
The P & T (Post Office) plans to equip the 200 largest post offices first 
of all. 

- the first experiment with professional videotext was carried out by the 
French hotel trade. 

- during 1982, there will be experiments with computerized credit cards at 
Blois (CII-HB), Lyon (Schlumberger) and Caen (Philips) 

- Marcel Dassault electronics has just shown in operation for the first time 
at SICOB 81 a clearance terminal which allows traders to simplify the normal 
procedure for payment by credit card. It will be tried out in 1982. 

The ADI has just set up a unit for computerization in the medico-social 
sector in order to further its work in that area. 

(1) 24 and 25 November 1981. On this occasion Mr. Fran9ois BARASTIN of the Ministr,y 
for Research and Technology announced the setting up of a Mission robotique 
(robotics unit) in collaboration with the Ministry of Industr,y, the Agence de 
l'Informatique, the Association pour le neveloppement de la Production Automati
see (Association for the Development of Computerized Production) and ANVAR. 
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1. Introduction 

V/29/82 - EN 

This report covers the period October 1981 to December 

1981, though there is necessarily some retrospective summary 

of longer term processes in which current events are embedded. 

It is based largely on meetings attended and readings of 

the specialist press and research literatures. There is. 

little attempt to arbitrate on competing claims when these 

are encountered. 

The ambiguities of the new technology can be illustrated 

by placing a few pieces of data side-by-side. On the one 

hand sales of personal computers are boo~ing, and a high 

street chain store has had to revise its orders upwards~ on 

the other, 80% of the British public have never heard of 

information technology (IT). In a parliamentary debate on 

the new technology only 4 MPs spoke, while Government aid to 

this area has been increa$~ng in leaps and bounds; and yet 

the 'privatisation' of many informatics enterprises is pre

ceeding apace. 

These seemingly paradoxical happenings illustrate the 

complexity of the current British situation. Information 

is one element in R whirlwind of concerns - about industrial 

decline, imports, youth unemployment, inner city decay, the 

position of mf~, r.ities, state expenditure limits, and so on . 

This rapidly changing background can only be hinted at here, 

but we must caution that it has inevitably led to some 

selection of topics and events as worth focussing on, both 

by the authors and by our informants. 
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2. Government Activities 

1981 saw increasing government commitment to IT. 

Already the year witnessed the appointment of Kenneth Baker 

as Minister for Information Technology, and the allocation· 

of funds to promoting ~iewdata, optoelectronics, and computers 

in schools. In October a further £6million was promised to promote 

computer-aided design in the UK. And in November it was 

formally announced that 1982 was to be declared IT year, with 

£600¢~ousand allocated to activities here. 

The. second main thr~ad of governmental activity has 

involved the uneven 'privatisation' of IT assets held by the 

state. Earlier in 1981 the British Technology Group (BTG) 

was formed from the National Enterprise Board and the National 

Research and Development Council. While this is involved in 

pointing risk capital (in exchange for equity) in microcomputing 

and software, it has also been selling off old Enterprise 

Board Assets. By the end of 1981 some £130 million of assets were 

divested (profits going to reduce the Public Sector Borrowing 

Requirement), marking the end of a threefold strategy of state 

enterprise around silicon chips, office automation and 

software systems. In October plans to sell Nexos' word pro

cessing facilities to Gastelner (however, another customer 

now seems likely), and its computer facilities back to Delphi 

(an Exxon subsidiary) were announced. In November Insac (a 

software company) was sold to a US company, Brieton Lee. BTG 

is selling stakes in various other companies, but has increased 

its holding in CAP (software). 

In addition to these two general thrusts in government 

policy, a number of more specific initiatives --around tralning, 

informatisation of government offices, and the like - are 

underway, as we shall see below. 

• 
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(i) promotion of R&D 

We should first record the continuation of the Micro

electronics Industry Support Programme (MISP) and the Micro

electronics Awareness Programme (MAP) described in our 

previous report. These programmes have provided support for 

development of components and applications for IT. In December 

Minister Baker announced that of some £60 m~llion pa to be devoted 

to IT, most would go on Applications and Product Development 

Schemes. £25 million was to be devoted to optoelectronics and 

£10 million to robotics. 

The Science and Engineering Research Council has also 

become increasingly involved in promoting IT R&D, in particular 

though its Computing and Communications Subcommittee. Towards 

the end of the year this subcommittee announced an initia-

tive around software, based on the premise that urgent industrial 

needs remain unmet by the current structures of training and 

research'. The aim is to improve the technology at the base of 

academic software activities, to improve software engineering 

research, and to increase movement between academic and 

industrial sites. To this end greater links are being 

forged with the computer fi~ ICL (which is expected to 

beoome the home of more software research); and ICL's Perq 

scientific hardware is part of a standard system~(with Pascal 

language and Unix operating systems) that the subcommittee 

will promote and seek to for.m networks from 

(ii) labour law and working conditions 

(iii)Safety and h~alth 

We have no new information under these headings, except to · 
note that the press has begun to speculate about the possibility of 

specific restraints upon unions paralysing whole industries by 

withdrawal of only a few key operatives. Computer staff have been 

involved in such action in 1981. 
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(iv) Education Policy 

Developments continue around the main areas discussed 

in oar previous report. The subsidisation of one-half of 

the hardware costs for secondary schools to purchase approved 

microcomputers has succeeded, at least to the extend that 

some 2000 of an estimated 3000 schools without such equipment 

had been processed by the scheme by November 1981. It is 

now planned to extend the offer to primary schools, and to 

make subsidies available for the purchase of additional units. 

This latter point will be welcomed by the Social Science 

Research Council, in whose annual report the idea that one 

computer per school was sufficient was derided. (The ana

logy was drawn with attempting to teach cookery to classrooms 

while the school possessed only one oven.) Another critic 

of the programme, Clive Sinclair, gained satisfaction in that 

his own ZXSl computer, not approved by the scheme, had none

theless sold to over 2000 schools between Uay (when he announced 

his own half-price offer to schools) and September. 

The Council for Educational Technology, concerned with 

increasing awareness of IT in general, announced in November 

an experimental teleeducation scheme based on British 

Telecommunication's Prestel service. 25 schools and colleges 

are to be given access to selected programmes (including com

puter assisted learning) in a pilot study. 

The Bow Group of the Conservative Party published a 

pamphlet in November entitled Learning for Charge in which 

a longer term IT education strategy was agreed by Philip Virgo. 

Among the ideas presented are that smaller schools are made 

possible by new technologies with which they wil~ be more 

capible of offering specialist subjects. Investment, then, 

should be more in technology and skills than in buildings, 
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and funds might be provided by local groups and firms who 

could use premises and equipment for out-of-hours training 

purposes. Increasingly,memorisation and simple logic will 

be downgraded and the school system should emphasize 

information-finding and group problem solving skills, 

creativity and social sensitivity. 

The BBC is to begin ita computer teaching course in 

January 1982, and efforts are now underway to ensure that 

all schools have the necessary equipment to hand. Broadcasts 

for the general public have been delayed by a month, however, 

because the demand for Acorn computers (to which the course 

is tailored) has been so high (about twice the setimated 

5,000 per month) that not all customers can be supplied ~efore 

then. (There have also been some production difficulties.) 

(v) Training and Retraining 

Concern over youth unemployment has led to youth training 

plans being completely revised, with the Government intending 

to introduce a new Youth Training Scheme {YTS) for unemployed 

school leavers.in place of the current Youth Opportunities 

Programme (YOP). Perhaps 50% of school leavers went onto 

YOP in 1981, mostly to 6 month schemes in small and medium-sized 

businesses. Criticism of YOP provisions has grown.with 

accusations from unions and trainees that what was often 

involved was cheap labour and no training. YTS will cater 

for all leaving school at the age of 16 (some 600,000 in 

1983, when it begins) and pay £15 per week (less than YOP 

wages) - nonparticipants will be ineligible for unemployment 

benefit. The scheme may be considerably modified in the face 

of doubts that sufficient places can be created, that serious 

training on any scale can be provided (despite the allocation 

of £1 billion, and that youth will accept what is regarded in many 

quarters as a system of 'conscript labour'. 
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Another controversial development around training is 

the removal of government support from a number of industrial 

training boards. These will became voluntary organisations, 

and training thus becomes more a matter for firms themselves. 

Several of the boards had been criticised for inefficiency 

and confused priorities. One of the boards to survive 

unscathed is the Engineering Industries Training Board. It 

arranged in December to provide grants to firms for members 

of staff completing Open University courses in implications 

of microelectronics, and in associated product design. 

The Manpower Services Commission (MBC) has been responsible 

for much training and placement of workers. Our previous 

report outlined its work around IT. An additional £20million was 

awarded to it in October to finance more apprenticeships, 

particularly in engineering. 

Returning to youth problems in particular, a plan to set 

up IT centres, mostly in inner city areas, was prepared over 

the autumn. They will be established by the MSC with YOP 

funding, and under the Department of Industry. They are to 

be modelled on a successful experiment in Netting Dale (London) 

where programming and applications skills have been developed 

among young people. A small number of centres are initially 

to be established in London, Liverpool, etc., with the aim 

of procuring sponsorship for courses from local firms and authorities. 

During 1982, up to 30 will be established. In Leeds, the 

Ehst Leeds Womens Workshop has received grants of £210thousand from 

the European Social Fund and local authorities to develop 

training courses for women in electronic and computing: the 

aim is to cater for women over 25, perhaps with children, 

drawn from the local area of high female unemployment. 

• 

• 
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(vi) Awareness Activities 

Mention has already been made of the unanticipated 

interest displayed in the BBC's computer course. Various 

other initiatives to do with Information Technology Year 

have been announced. As well as research initiatives - into 

using electricity mains as a data transmission system (for 

meter reading and energy management) into teleshopping, into 

public access data banks - public awareness activities will 

include competitions, exhibitions, and open days. 

So far, however, awareness activities have had mixed 

success. Acording to a report in the Guardian (9.11.81): 

"Eighty per cent of the British public have never heard of 

information technology, yet 53 per cent believes it is 

essential for Britain's future prosperity. The second of 

those results from an opinion poll conducted for the Government 

by MORI was announced yesterday. The first was not published". 

The Greater London Council announced that local efforts 

were to be made in conjuction with IT year. A computer 

demonstration workshop is to be set up in County Hall to 

provide experience for commuuity groups, businesses, and 

the general public, with word processing, Prestel, terminals, eto. 

3. Social Groups 

(i) Trades Urions 

Trades Unions continudd to adopt a cautious attitude to IT. 

While the strateg~ ~f achieving New Tachnology Agreement (NTAs) 

was still given much priority, Computing magazine, in its survey 

of the year, noted that rather few were actually signed. Researchers 

have also noted that the majority of agreements concern white 
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collar workers, for they are not necessarily advantageous to 

other groups of workers with established agreements over 

working conditions. The lack of support to NTAs given by 

the Confede.ration of British Industries (CBI) despite the 

initial welcome to the scheme by its staff also took away some 

momentum from-initiative. 

One autumn conflict actually involved the Department 

of Industry itself, which seeks to introduce viewdata into 

London and a number of regional offices in 1982. The Society 

of Civil and Public Servants is demanding that the 40 terminals 

be introduced within the guidelines of an NTA, and have threatened 

strike action. Minister of IT Baker expressed some support 

for the idea of an NTA after meeting union officials in 

December. Another dispute is underway in the Department of 

Health and Social Security, over introduction of computers. 

And in the private sector, the Banking, Insurance and Finance 

Workers Union is challenging National Westminster Bank to n 

negotiate an NTA over computerisation. 

(ii) Employers. 

Following the refusal of the CBI to fully support the 

idea of NTAs - apparently because of reservations about 

releasing information on firms' accounts and generalrestriction 

of management flexibility - there has been rather little in the 

way of general pronouncements about IT. The basic theme -

that UK industry has to use IT to remain competitive, otherwise 

more jobs would be lost - remains the same. Thus, on being 

named 'Businessman of the Year' in December, the chairman of 

Racal Electronics, Sir Ernest Harrison, added his voice to 

those arguing that British industry, in order to successful-ly 

reshape itself to meet modern conditions, required more direct 

government support in those crucial areas. 
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(iii) Agreements 

A listing and analysis of NTAs has been produced by 

researchers at the Technology Policy Unit, University of 

Aston, Birmingham, in a study of 'Trade Union Policy for New 

Technology'. A report on this work by R Williams and 

R Moseley, given to the FAST conference 'Infor.mation Tech

nology: Impact on the Way of Life' in Dublin (November) 

recorded 86 NTAs (mostly between 1979 and 1981). Virtually 

all concerned white collar workers, and more than half were 

in manufacturing. Although the reorcaniaation of production 

around IT challenges convential demarcation lines, most 

NTAs only had one union signatory. (This may make the recom

position of skills into new, more integrated jobs, more dif

ficult). The majority of NTAs still involved only limited and 

short-ter.m work conditions issues. 

(iv) Other Organisations 

In addition to groups discussed in our earlier document, 

we should note the group Women and Computing, which held a 

conference in September 19~l at Brighton. This included both 

discussions for women in IT industries, and workshops 

allowing novices to experience the equipment. Several local 

groups have been started as a result of this effort by women 

to overcome some of their isolation and subordination in a 

traditionally male-dominated area. 

Issues of privacy and surveillance surfaced a number of 

times during the pntumn. Embarassingly for the Thames Valley 

Police Authority, which hat just announced that it was to embark 

upon an expansion of its computerised 'local intelligence' 

system, the investigative· journalist, Duncan Campbell, reported 
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in the New Statesman that he had been able to obtain inform

ation from the data bank - for a fee - from a private 

investigator. Indeed for a fee, information seemed to be 

available from a whole series of 'secure' police computers. 

The Thames Valley system, it is now known, has some 10% of 

the local population on file, daily collecting data on some 

120 people, 45 vehicles, 125 addresses, 170 events - and 50 

crimes - and will be expanded to cover 15% of the population 

(half of these having no criminal record). At a cost of £3 million 

it is regarded by still libertarian groups as a worrying 

portent to future developments. 

Data banks in general have been the subject of several 

interventions. The government continued to argue in the 

autumn that the Home Office should police data banks, proposing 

a public register of all electronic files of personal inform

aiton. The Labour Party conference, however, where it was 

claimed that the Home Office was the 'main culprit' in abusing 

data banks, called for an independent data protection agency. 

The British Medical Authority is warning that it will refuse 

to cooperate with plans to store all hospital patients' records 

on computers unless such an agency is established. On the 

other side, concerned about costs, the Computer Services 

Association criticized the government proposals as too weighted._ 

against IT: manual files of personal information should not 

be exempt from any legislation, they argued. In December 

The Times ran a story suggesting that the government was now 

considering a 'computer ombudsman' with a small staff as a 

eom~romise with the idea of an independent agency. 

(v) Labour Disputes and Other Conflicts 

Reference has been made above to a number of industrial 

disputes concerning IT. We might also add a strike~at Lucas 
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Aerospace, Birmingham from October to December over·the in

stallation of vis·.J.al displa:y units. In this case the unions 

argued that higher wages should be paid to workers changing 

over to them: at present the VDUs are remaining unused until 

the issue is resolved as part of the annual pay negotiations. 

Apart from conflicts about IT, conflicts may involve IT. 

After the selective use of computer staff in the summer!s 
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civil service strike, the autumn saw Post Office workers 

disrupting the issue of telephone bills. This was accomplished 

by having a few hundred workers strike at computer centres: 

among other consequences, the introduction of some Prestel 

services was delayed. The reason for the conflict was dispute 

over a pay claim, in particular the question of parity 

between engineering an• other speciali•t grandes. 

4. Research 

(1) Technical R&D 

The autumn of 1981 has been notible for a number of local 

initiatives around IT, often combining industrial incentives 

with R&D assistance. 

In London, Islington Counc~1 together with North London 

Polytechnic·. are collaborating on Project Manhattan, designed 

to create 200 j.obs through an IT workshop for companies to 

use. The Polytechnic would provide R&D services and equipment 

Imperial College has set up a software development unit. "And, 

less, research-created, The Greater London Council is to 

developm· Techno1~gy Centre in Whit~chapel at the cost of 

£1 m, for new, high technology companies to develop and display 

projects. 
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Elsewhere, Swansea University set_;up a microprocessor 

centre in the autumn, employing 3 staff and using micro

computers, which will act as an MAP consultant to industry. 

The Scottish Development Agency announced in December that 

it was to set up a laboratory at Herriot-Watt University, 

Edinburgh, to allow researchers to develop IT applications 

for small firms at low cost. Aston University too, is pro

posing to develop a science parks (of which a number we 

already estabished in the UK, including one at Herriot-Watt). 

{ii) Social Implications 

The FAST conference in Dublin provided an unusual oppor

tunity for British and other European researchers on social 

aspects of IT to interact. It was rather clear that while 

research into the workplace was well advanced, there was very 

little material of substance concerning most other areas of 

life. Exception were J Bessant and K Dickson~• analysis of 

the non-adoption of IT by many manufacturing firms (now 

published as Issues in the Adoption of Microelectronics, 

London: by Frances Pinter) and J Gershuny's analysis of 

changing patterns of time use as related to economic and 

technical change (in press). 

One point that did emerge clearly from a number of studies 

of IT at the workplace was the very high degree of flexibility 

of the technology. CAD and CAM, it appears, may be introduced 

in substantially different waya, with very different 'impacts• 

on jobs and employment. To a large extent this involves both 

job and technology design, and reflects the different priorities 

that may concern mergers - labour control, product standisation, 

skill shortages, variable quality of new materials, energy costs, 

It was noted that social groups concerned with the social 

relations of IT larg~ly took the design of technology for granted, 

thus restricting their opportunities for intervention. 
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(iii) Alternatives 

No maturation of ongoing attempts to develop alternatives 

is evident in this time period, but it may be significant 

that Mike Cooley and Hilary Wainwright, associated respectively 

with the alternative plans for Lucas Aerospace and Vickers 

Industries, kave both been given posts of economic advisors with 

the Greater London Council. The Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament 

seems set to place more emphasis on alternative production 

as well as on alternative deface strategies: it hosted a 

seminar on 'conversion of military industries' in November. 

As a rapidly expanding mass movement, able to mobilize over 

a quarter of a million demonstrators in October, its initiatives 

here may be very significant. Mary Kaldor's book, The Barogue 

Arsenal (London: Andre Deutsch) related British industrial decline 

to our patterns of military expenditure, and seems likely to promote 

controversy for sometime. 
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5. Experiences in Specific Sectors 

Introduction 

As indicated in our last report, the growing severity of the 

current recession has tended to dominate reports of developments 

in British industry as a whole. Steadily climbing figures for 

the unemployed have now reached the 3 million mark. In percentage 

terms the unemployed now account for nearly 10% of the civilian 

labour force - a figure that is ominously close to the 11% 

unemployed recorded in the UK in 1930 at the beginning of the 

depression. Unfortunately UK performance in this area is matched 

by that of many other OECD countries - likewise their current 

unemployment levels are equal to or even exceed those recorded in 

1930. 

Matching this rise in unemployment is a correspondingly 

disturbing drop in the rate of growth of productivity in almost 

all OECD countries - in the last year for given figures, Britain's 

productivity growth rate declined from an already low 1.2% in 

1972 to a 4.2% in 1980. Forecast rises for 1981 are thought to be 

largely due to the effect of growing unemployment on the macro 

figures. Other OECD countries are experiencing similar problems 

but the UK slow-down has significantly affected the international 

competitiveness of British industry vis a vis its main competitors 

among the industrialised countries. Loss of market share at home 

and abroad must be the inevitable result of declining productivity 

with the ultimate cost being paid by .those who lose their jobs as 

a consequence. 
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It is impossible to say with any certainty what percentage 

of those people who lost their jobs in the latter months of 1981 

did so as a result of the introduction of microelectronics related 

innovation (MRis). Certainly if the productivity figures are to 

be believed an important paradox is emerging - the job displacing 

effects of the new technology have traditionally been put down to 

the increased labour productivity of the innovations being 

introduced. If MRis were being introduced on a wide enough scale 

to cause significant job losses then there should be a corresponding 

increase in productivity growth - this clearly has not happened 

on a large enough scale to have an impact on aggregate figures although 

developments in some specific sectors still support the job 

displacement hypothesis. 

Nevertheless, it is at least arguable that given such a dismal 

record of productivity growth, any investment which reverses this 

trend should be encouraged even if it leads in the short run to 

more'unemployment- this may be outweighed by the longer term 

benefit of a more competitive industrial sector. This is the 

dilemma which faces industrialists, trade unionists, government 

and academic observers alike - however for some time yet the 

severity of the recession is likely to obscure and confuse the 

debate over technical change and employment. 

Below we give a brief summary of notable developments 

related to MRis in specific sectors. As it covers only the three 

month period since the last report, the coverage is somewhat less 

comprehensive. For the next report we plan to review the findings 

of a number of longer research reports related to the topic which 

will be releasea in the near future. 

(i) Offices 

Developments in this sector have been characterised 

recently by a plethora of announcements by major 

companies such as Racal, Rank Xerox, Plessy, GEC, ICL, 

and ITT of their intention to manufacture an incredibly 

wide variety of office equipment (there are over 100 

suppliers in Britain) which will be backed up by a massive 

marketing campaign in the coming months to hasten 
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the diffusion of the new equipment through UK offices. 

Much of this equipment is being sold as part of a 

package of hardware and software which are tied into 

sophisticated data transmission systems which can 

link up geographically separate offices. For instance 

Rank Xerox,which recently announced a new line of 

electronic typewriters for sale in the UK,also offers 

a link up through its "Ethernet" data transmission 

network. 

To a certain extent the big companies are following the 

lead of much smaller firms like Xionics and Office 

Technology Ltd. who have been in the sector for two 

years already (a lifetime in this area) and who have 

won large contracts with the Cabinet Office and British 

Leyland to supply new office technology systems. The 

majors, unused to such successful competition from small 

firms will be striving mightily to establish a niche in 

what will prove to be a rapidly growing market in the 

next few years. 

This flurry of competition is being accompanied by the 

advent of sizeable measures of support from the public 

sector via the previously discussed activities 

under the heading o.f IT year. GLC and other local 

councils such as Nottingham County Council, Surrey 

Docks, and Milton Keynes are investing in office 

technology systems - £6 million in the case of the GLC, 

partly to increase ef.ficiency and partly as "showcase" 

operation to encourage other potential users. 

Many of these potential users are thought to be still 

sitting "on the shel.f" waiting for the pressure of 

competition to force prices down and lead to systems 

which are much improved over those available at the 

present time. As these levelling off pressures take 

hold, we would expect office technology to be even 

more competitive with the office workers than they are 

now - leading, almost inevitably to job losses. 

• 
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A related trend which seems to be emerging with the 

spread of new office technology is the increased use 

of part-time workers to perform specific tasks either 

in the office or at home using their own terminals 

and work stations. This trend already common in the 

US has recently been reported to be on the increase in 

the UK. Both Manpower UK {a subsidiary of Manpower, 

USA, the world's largest contract labour organisation, 

and F International, a computer systems company based 

on programmers are playing an important role in this 

area. The former company acknowledge that the use of 

British firms of highly skilled staff on a temporary 

basis is increasing dramatically as the permanent 

office job market shrinks due to the shift of Britain's 

econom, towards an information technology base. F International 

conversely, employs more than 600 freelance programmers 

and word processor operators to perform the task at home. 

Both examples suggest continued reductions in permanent 

office jobs. 

The other side of the coin of the above discussion 

relates to the people whose jobs are being affected 

by the use of office technology. Examples continue 

to surface of offices reorganised around new systems 

having greatly .~.-::..iuced staffing requirements - one 

prominent London estate agent effected an almost over

night reduction of its typing pool from 25 to 5. Unions 

continue to reject arguments about low job loss in the 

sector as a result of the use of office technology and 

p~int to a recent Alfred Marks report {a leading UK 

contract labour organisation for the office sector) 

which estimates at least a 13% reduction in office 

jobs , __ a to new technology. Both NALGO and APEA officials 

believe this is a serious underestimation. They believe 

that the use of office technology growing at about 30% 

annually will devastate the UK's 2.2 million strong office workers. 
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(ii) Banking, Insurance, Finance 

Developments in the banking sector continued to dominate 

in this area. As the result of an agreement recorded 

19th November 1981, between the chief executives of 

Barclays, National Westminster, Lloyds, Midland and 

Williams and Glynns, UK high street banks have taken a 

major step towards the cashless society. They have 

agreed to harmonise their attempts to introduce points 

of sale terminals in shops which allow customers to 

direct debit their account for transactions. The 

system will operate via British Telecom's communication 

network, will save time, money and effort spent by the 

Banks on developing competing and incompatible 

systems. Each bank is now free to reach its own deals 

with retail shops, which will use systems able to accept 

a very wide range of cards. Though still a few years 

off, this development is another significant element 

behind fears that many jobs will be lost in this sector 

in the next few years. 

• 
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Another element is the use of automated teller machines 

in the banks themselves - these are spreading rapidly. 

Lloyds Bank has the most with well over 1100 machines 

installed, National Westminster has over 500 now and 

will have a 1000 in 1983. Barclays, Williams and Glynns 

and Halifax Building Society are all putting ATMs in 

their banks at a much faster rate than predicted earlier. 

NCR, leading ATM manufacturer expects that 90% of all 

routine personal cash withdrawals will be done by ATM 

by the mid 1980s. Already a common sight in some banks 

with ATM 1is a queue in front of the machine while the 

human tellers sit waiting patiently for the custom 

which justifies their job. 

Home banking is also developing rapidly. Here banks in 

the US and West Germany are far ahead of the UK in terms 

of the development and testing of home banking systems. 

Chemical Bank, Ci tibank, Chase Manhattan, Manufacturers 

Hanover and Verbrauchen Bank and Deutshe Bank all have 

home based systems operating at the moment with plans 

to increase their use dramatically in the near future. 

Verbrauchen Bank introduced home banking only recently 

and already claims to have 90,000 accounts. 

Barclays Bank is ~he leading UK bank in this area. Within 

12 months, Barclays will be able to offer its major 

corporate customers self-service banking on their own 

premises. National Westminster is also close behind 

Barclays in this race. Barclays, however, is the first 

b::.:"\k to be granted a Prestel "gateway" license which 

allows Prestel subscribers access to Barclays 

customer files - and hence able to check the status of 

thei:- ·::!counts using the Pres tel/TV link-up. This use 

of TV based systems in the UK differs from the trend 

in the US, where the banks will try to get customers 

to buy their own terminals. 
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The Banking Insurance and Finance Union, which 

represent 72,000 members in the big 5 banks, is 

currently in dispute with Midland Bank over its 

plans to reduce head office staff by 4000 over the next 

four years due to computerisation. BIFU has officially 

adopted a policy of non-cooperation with the introduction 

of new machinery unless prior agreement has been reached 

with the union. The union clearly recognises the hand 

writing on the wall however, by saying that they 

strongly support any moves which will increase banks 

profitability (already among the highest in the whole 

economf) since this in the interest of their 

members. Their decision to push for consultation 

rather than imposition ·seems the sensible course to 

choose - it is however unlikely to do much to stop 

the inevitable reduction in employment in the sector. 
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(iii) Retail Sector 

The most significant retail sector developments relate 

to the use of Laser scanning electronic check out systems 

in supermarkets. This is a market estimated at some $1100 m 

by 1984 by which time some 5000 supermarkets throughout 

Europe are expected to have laser scanning systems 

installed compared to about 250 now. In the UK all 

the major chains are experimenting with the system -

Sainsbury, Co-op, Asda , Mains top, etc. and Tesco has 
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just announced plans to install laser systems in some 

15 stores next month. Tesco plans to spend £100 million 

on this equipment in the 1980s. 

The laser system which works by reaching out the 

relevant product/price information from bar codes on 

the products, provides great improvements in in-store 

efficiency since the system is highly accurate and much 

quicker than manual checkout. They are also the first 

step in automated stock-keeping, stock-taking and re

ordering systems where the stores computers are hooked 

up di.rectly to potentially automated warehouses -

these systems are already in wide use in the US. The 

trend points unmistakably towards much more efficient 

stock control and greatly increased productivity for fewer 

workers. Another retail development with direct job 

displacement effect is mirrored in the recent announcement 

by Hepworth; (a major men's retail clothing chain) of 

the £2.4 million investment it is making in automation. 

The Hepworth group has introduced computer based credit 

systems, automated warehouse ordering systems which 

improves the order/delivery time for items by some 300% 

financial . modelling and automated payroll systems as 

well as point of sale terminals in retail shops. So 

far 80 shops out of 350 are connected and plans are 

afoot to connect all of these, as well as the 250 shoe 

and ladies-wear shops it controls. 

The company introduced automation specifically to keep 

staffing levels down. It has succeeded admirably - in 

just its point of sale application alone the.company 

effected a salary saving of more than £77,000 last year 

alone . 
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(iv) Printing Industry 

There are no relevant activities to report under this heading 

though we shall be discussing new research in this 

area for the next report. 

(v) Telecommunications 

Progress in the development and installation of the new 

System X telecommunications systems continues to be 

slower than earlier forecasts. The reasons for this 

can be found both in the past - the system took much 

longer than expected to develop due partly at least to 

insufficient cooperation between the firms involved -

GEC, Plessey, BT and STC - and in the present where 

a shortage of microelectronics design engineers is 

delaying further development of System X replacement 

for the big local exchanges which make up most of 

the UK network. 

Paradoxically this delay could have beneficial employment 

implications in the short term at least. British 

Telecom has announced plans to spend £600 million on 

producing and installing 190 phone exchanges using 1960s 

technology as a stop gap measure until System X 

exchanges are ready. These exchanges called TXE4A - are 

to be built by GEC, Plessey and STC and the orders 

placed over the next 3 years are expected to provide 

work for about 100,000 people in making the equipment 

and another 100,000 in terms of indirect employment 

benefits. The production of digital exchanges requires 

about half as much labour as the TXE4A types. There is 

a cost attached to these stop-gap measures however. It is 

~rguable at least that the workers employed producing 

TXE4A exchanges will be using outdated skills unlikely 

to be required in the production of System X exchanges 

a task for which some will undoubtedly be retrained while 

for others their longer term future remains much less 

certain. 

• 
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Other elements of the new telecommunication system 

planned for Britain are also taking longer to fall 

into place. Prestel, BT's two-way viewdata information 

system has not diffused to residential markets as 

rapidly as had been forecast.. A year ago more than 

one million Prestel set• were forecast to be in 

common usage by the mid 1980s. Now these forecasts 

have been revised downwards to about 250,000 sUb

scribers. Pres tel's original marketing strategy relied 

on mass production by TV set manufacturers to bring the 

price down to a level which could be afforded by 

individual families. This has not yet happened 

and at £500 for a set and adaptor the 13000 systeD'S 

in use at present have been purchased primarily by 

businesses. This is the market that Prestel intends 

to pursue at present leaving exploitation of the much 

larger and more lucrative family sUbscriber segment 

until circumstances change. 

The slow diffusion of Prestel systems is also likely to 

hold back related components of the telecommunication 

system equipment such as electronic 

mail - a service linked to Prestel and hence for the 

foreseeable future able to be used only by the business 

community subscr~~~rs mentioned above. The provision 

of other "electronic mail" type services by the Post 

Office are going forward in some cases ahead of 

schedule. One of these, the electronic transmission 

of bulk mail has moved from drawing board to pilot 

trial in 6 months - compared to more than two years for the 

US plan. Under this system companies who send circular 

letters, such as building societies and credit card 

compat:.: s, give the letters 1 texts, names and addresses 

to the Post Office for electronic transmission and 

dispatch from regional centres. Only a limited service 

will be provided at first - between London and Manchester 

and letters will be transmitted at a rate of 100 words 
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a second. Laser printers transfer the information 

automatically to paper and then place in envelopes 

at the rate of 6000 per hour. Much faster systems 

are planned once the service is established and expanded 

and costs should in time under cut bulk-mailing costs to 

the customer- including of course, the firm's labour 

cost associated with sending the letters, even though 

postmen will still be required to deliver the letters 

at the other end. 

One of the problems related to the slow and costly 

development of System X in the 1970s which is likely 

to have negative employment implication has been UK 

inability to establish a market niche at the inter

national level. The scale of the international market 

for telecommunication equipment is of course enormous. 

Having the capability to capture a share of that market 

can have significant employment effects. Yet in their 

first attempt to win a major contract to supply video 

text systems (a British invention) to the West German 

Bundespost, a consortium of GEC, BT, Aregon (a software 

firm) and AEG Telefunken failed to secure the £11.5 million 

contract. 

The contract went instead to IBM even though the system 

used by the West German's on a trial basis was supplied 

by the same consortium. The failure to win this contract 

is seen by many as a sign that British dalliance in the 

1970s during the development of System X and related 

technologies will mean the exclusion of British products 

and processes from the international market. There is 

a very real possibility of course that it is this sort 

of non-competitiveness that may have more severe employment 

consequences than those arising from the domestic use of 

MRis. 

,• --- ..... 
' 
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(vi) Education Teachware 

Developments under this heading have largely been 

covered in earlier sections. 

(vii) Manufacturing 

As we have mentioned the daily reports of ever more 

workers losing their jobs in manufacturing due to the 

recession is by far the most notable feature of the 

manufacturing industry over the past few months. In 

relation to the new technologies the most significant 

characteristic of the period has been the number of 

reports wh'i ch have come out which are concerned to 

analyse the performance of British industry in 

developing and introducing MRis. Two themes are 

common - first that British firms are still lagging 

behind their counterparts in other OECD countries in 

exploiting the potential benefits of the new technology, 

however, there are signs that conditions are beginning 

to improve. 

Two studies highlight this aspect. A report by the 

·Policy Studies Institute "Microelectronics in Industry: 

Manpower and Training" based on a survey of some 1200 

manufacturing enterprises found that firms using 

microelectronics still only represent 55% of total 

manufacturing employment. Only 13% incorporate chips in 

their products and 45% use them in some form in production. 

70% of the firms surveyed reported no change in 

employment as a result of the use of microelectronics and 

60% forsaw no changes in the next 18 months. In terms 

of jobs gained and jobs lost, firms using chips in 
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in products tended to create jobs while firms using 

them to automate production found just the opposite 

and shed jobs. The important conclusion is that in both 

cases the shift either way was less than 10%. 

A second study also by PSI but available from NEDO 

"Microprocessor Application in HVACR (Heating, Ventilating, 

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration) Products", shows 

that the industry's continued presence in growth 

areas is dependent on its ability to respond to the 

microelectronic based technological changes currently 

taking place. Last year output fell by 7% and exports 

dropped by 16% - largely due to international competition 

from producers of MRis. Although the study did find 

that some 76% of the 29 companies interviewed did have 

a capability to develop microprocessor based products 

(compared to 21% 2 years ago) neither of the 4 leading 

UK air conditioning manufacturers nor their control 

equipment suppliers had undertaken feasibility work 

in the area. No explanations are given as to why this 

should be so. 

The second theme of the newest crop of studies is that 

seems to be a widespread consensus emerging that British 

industry must do much more to hasten the diffusion of 

the technology as the only means of staying internationally 

competitive. There is a corresponding amount of 

emphasis on the need for even more (or better) 

government intervention to facilitate this process. 

(See earlier discussion of government support for CAD 

and Robots). 

A number of studies and new initiatives along these lines 

have been announced and should be noted. Firstly, the 

National Electronics Council has published a report 

"Adapting to the Information Society" which argues 

for the development of a national plan for the use of 

information technology at all levels in society but 

particularly in industry and advocates more provision 

of government funds to support new technology ventures, 

demonstration factories and retraining. In a related 
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vein, the Conservative Party's Bow Group published a 

report "Learning tor Change: Training, Retraining and 

Lifelong Education tor Multi-Career Lives" which focussed 

specitically on education aspects ot employment problems 

related to new technology. Their concern was both with 

those in mass-employment jobs as well as in the 

protessions and the group proposed a broad series ot 

steps to deal with the coming changes ranging trom 

changes in National Insurance and pension schemes to 

encourage early retirement, reform ot copy right laws, 

to encompass new torms of education teachware, more 

and difterent vocational training schemes, and 

promoting school-industry links. 

On the latter point Aston University has joined Warwick 

University, Birmingham University, Peterlee Industrial 

Park, Heriott Wall Research Park, Trinity College, 

Cambridge Science Park and Birchwood Sciences in 

setting up "science parks" which are intended to 

encourage closer links between University faculties, 

high technology industries and city councils keen to 

attract new industrial initiatives. While many of 

these "parks" will not include traditional manufacturing 

industries their output nevertheless should be a 

significant stimu~ ilS to the diffusion of new technologies 

to downstream sectors. 

In marked contrast to all this emphasis on encouraging 

the diffusion ot MRis concerns about the employment 

cc~sequences arising from those uses of the new 

technology seem· to be much less pronounced in the 

media and in government statements. Though these 

conce.1· .. ~ are undoubtedly still being voiced in other 

forums (see earlier discussion) they are tending to 

attract less attention. And the onerous prospect of 

recession related unemployment being visited upon fi-rms 

which have not been squeezing every possible margin of 

profit to survive must have a depressing effect on the 

desire o~ workers and management to enter any protracted 

struggle over the "amorphous" effects ot new technology. 
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This is probably particularly true in smaller firms 

though there are signs that some of the larger firms 

are themselves (particularly on the labour side) 

giving way to the inevitable march of technical progress. 

It would be a great mistake, of course, to allow this 

downgrading of concern with social implication to be 

resigned to a low position on the agenda in the public 

debate; particularly since as the above studies show 

the diffusion of MRis is taking place - slower or 

faster than expected as the case may be - it is 

nevertheless occurring and the problems remain. These 

problems are highlighted by two specific developments. 

Firstly, an eight week strike at Lucas aerospace over 

the introduction of VDU/CAD systems has just been 

settled. The strike involving 1200 (out of 12,000 

aerospace workers) centred around the company's 

refusal to pay workers higher wages for using the new 

system. The union pointing to the division's high 

productivity would not accept this and the issue is 

now to be negotiated in the annual round of pay 

negotiations. Two points are relevant - the Lucas 

workers had the cushion of a highly profitable division 

to support them, a weaker firm perhaps could not have 

withstood the strike at this time; secondly, there 

was some indication that the company did try to use 

the excuse of the recession to push through the new 

technology without consultation. 

Another aspect is illuminated by ICLs proposed 17% cut 

in its 30,000 staff. The redundancies are to be 

largely borne by production and maintenance workers and 

by office staff. None of the company's technical sales 

people are affected, and only limited redundancies will 

be imposed on other specialist staff i.e. research and 

software staff. 
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The implications of this are clear - fewer more highly 

specialised people will be used to produce more 

sophisticated products by the use of more automated 

methods of production. The largest single cuts are 

to be made (1700) in the production force, with the 

rest coming from UK and overseas marketing - where jobs 

will go among support staff and not among front line 

technical salesmen - and from corporate headquarters 

where 1200 office staff are to go. The company 

intends to increase its use of automated equipment on 

all levels and to shift more resources into software 

and services rather than in hardware production. 

Hence this example highlights the most important 

(and related) aspects of the problem raised by the 

use of microelectronic technology in manufacturing -

those workers who lose their jobs basically do not have 

the necessary skills to make them an asset to firms 

using the new technology~ yet, the use of the new 

technology is essential to the future survival of the 

firms. 
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Introduction 

In n8lr:ium, th8 interent i.n the ~o~ial impR.ct of nev1 -t:echnolor,'ies is ,iw:"lt 
bet?.nninr~. A mF~.jor effort to evaluate the social-economic and ov~rall 
qocietal consecru,ences of ME is being mmmted by an interdisciplinary 
~'~forking party ( w:Lth 10 subcomi ttees) of the National Council for the Pro
motion of Science. Other studies are nndertrra,y. 

Up to :no1-r, no major industrial conflicts have been cnuscil hy the intro
rluction of' new technology. A. major collective agree:r~ent har; been concluded 
in. only one branch, namely - n.s onfl mie,ht f-luspect - in thf' press sector, 
reserving the technical job to the printers. However trade union interest 
ts 3TOwin.~. The Flemish Christian 1<-Jhite Collar WorkE>rs union, (L.B.c.) 
rl.r->,roted a thrP.eday Con'3Tess (1981) to the theme; in both the Christian ann. 
Socialist Confederations workinr~ p:=trties hav~ recentljr been set up. 
Pronosals for frame work a.e,-reements - in the sense of the Nordic l):l.ta. 
8,.r:.reement - havP- been drawn np by some trade unions. Some em:ployers 
feo.erations have evaluated nel~ teohnoloe-Y for their sectors and d~wn 
~onr.lu€-'ions for education, tre,i.nin~ and retra.tnin,o: Ryf-:;temP. 

'I:'hiR 1JA,per cover~ : 

I. Government F},ctivi ties 
II. IJ."rcl,o e TJni on vi e-vm 
III • Elrlployers vi ~1-!S 
IV. The preRs Re~tor collective ~ereement 
Y. Research 

I. GOVERNMENT ACTIVITI~S 

1 6 Promotion of Research 

1Phe nevelopment anri promotion of ne,.r te~hnolor,y iR one of the fun.o.amental 
O'()als of the Bel,r1"].an :n:overnment. 1~i thin the fre,mework of the overall 
science policy the Services for the Science Policy Pro~mme ; the pro
~:r.Axrunin~ of <=tid. to technoJ.o.o;.~al research. 

Sinee 1970 different R & D pro~ms werE'! sponsored by the Go~rernment. 
Thus t'l-te National Pro,o:re,mme for Research on Il'l..fo:r.matics. This pro~mme 
launched_ in 1971, aimed at increasing· the scientific potential of the 
Universities and the develoryment of soft-y.rare for the puhlic sector. 
It focusen on problems concernin.q- administ:rA,tive databanks and tele
t:rFtnRmission of infonnation, University d.ata banks, computer monitored 
education, men.i0al fl,nd hospital related i.nformatics and the like. An 
adaptation of the pro:~ramme in 1978 by the .~vernrnent was intended to 
brinP: about improvement in the cost-benefit relation of medical infor
mation systems, which were set np in an earlier pha.se of the pro~mme 
(superviRi.on of intensive care 1mits 1 medical fileR ami inteeration of 
partial systems in hospitalR). The proP,~mm~ ended in S~ptember 1981. 
Other pro~mmes ~oncern Scientific and Technical Information and Docu
mentation (1975) (1), Rerional InformaticA, examining the information 
needs (1975-1979), a Nationt=tl R-D Prop--ra,mme concernin Aviation and related 
tech.nolo~es (space, telecommunication and others • BPle:i.um obviously 
participates also in a number of international prop;:rA,mmes (EX:}, IF.A, ESA, 
GERN) • 

(1) Within the fram~work o~ ~ronet, an F.C proje~t. 

.;. 
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2. The N::ttional Council for the Promotion of Scie11.ce : an ov~mll stud.v. 

In 1980 the National Council for the Promotion of Science set up ann 
interd.isciplinai"'J workinp.; party in order to examine the social ann economic 
impact of micro-electronics in BeL'r.i.um• The party i~ chaired_ by Mr. I. 
Linnemans, head of the stuny departm~nt of the study department of the 
Christian Trade Unions and is composen of acad0mics, re:9resentatives from 
both sides of indust~, the government and related institution~ (Scientific, 
the National I.ftbour Council, the Planning Office, the Enployment Service). 

The stuny focu.r-;es on the followine- topics : 

A. Scientific Re~earch 

1. Status rruestionA. What iR the actual sitl.lr.ttion in Belejum as far 
as research is concerned ? 

-An inventor,y of the research undertaken by Universities, 
research centres and industry ; 

- What programmes were and are promoted by the national programmes 
or (other) ~vernment initiatives. 

2. Wha.t is the relation between M.E. research on the one side and its 
appli·~a,tion in Belg-ian industry, the non-profit sector and. the requi
rement for social and societal innovg.tionR on the other side ? 

3. Dependinp: on the ansl-.rer to the previous question, what kind of techno
logical a.p RoniRl res~a.rch (in the broad eAt sense) has to b~ promoted 
hy the national p:overnment ? 

4. What kind of research policy is nee~ed at European level ? 

B. F..conomic consequences : the applination of Tvi.E. in the market oriented 
sectors of the economy. 

1. The actual and future si:c;:nificance of nroduction of IVIE in Belei urn 

2. - ~lhat t;ypes of production are there ? 

- Wha,t tynes should be developed in Belp:-ium and what are the needs 
of the market ? 

- What is the nrosnect for .ioint ventures ? 

3. tfuat can the e;overnment rto to favour such a development throuP,h 
povernment orders or other interventionR ( subsidieA, reeuJ.a.tions, 
settinoo of criteria and the like) ? 

t1• Wha,t are the nonP.equences and pos~:dbiliteA for flmall and medium 
enternriGes ? 

'5. Conversely, cannot Bel3"ium ::::peciali7re in products, which will not 
or only marV..naly be :i,nfl uenc An by M • F!. ? 

.;. 
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C • Socirt.l r:onAeauences of M.E. in Belgi wn 

Quantitative analysis 

1. Is a forecast of the impact on employment for the next 10 years 
possible ? 
Three hypotheses will he examined : 

- ME introdur:ed as ~pidly as in other countries; 
- ME introduced at only half the speed of other countries; 
- no additional effort undertaken to encou:re.ge th~ introduction of M.E. 

~. Is it possible to make forecasts takine into account a d.iminution of 
workinp- time ? 

3. Does ME make a reduction of workine; time - from the technical or;ganisational 
or economic points of view- easier or more difficult ? 

4• Under the hypotheses that in the lon~ run the employment balance would be 
positive in the (western) world, how to see to it that this would also be 
the case for our count~ and its economic re~.onA ? 

5• Finally, whatever the impact on employment, can Bel~um abstain from the 
introduction of the M.E. ? 

What are the means for its introduction ? 

Qualitative analysis 

6. \rfuat is the qualitative impact of the introduction of M.E. on job content 
routinizing jobs, reduction in promotion, changes in job qualification 
and the like • • • 

7• What will be the impact on industrial relations and ho1..r can the -present 
system be adapted to promote more labour participc;tion ? 

B. \ofuat about the distrib-ution of aVRila.ble work ? Hm-r will unemployment be 
distributed and 1memplo;yment insurance be financed ? 
How to protect weaker groups, namely women, the young and unskilled 
labourers and how to inte~te them in the employment ~rocess ? 

9. Given that M.E. is a neut:re.l technolo~r, which nan he oriented towards 
either centralisation or decentrA,lisation, to promote harmonization or 
deharmonization, a passive or an active solution, how to see to it that 
the £"!ght choice is made ? 
What are the societal and nersonal consequences ? 

D. Educational Conserruences 

1. Given the development of M.E. is i.t not one of the most important 
tasks of society to prepare youn~ and old, throue,h tra.i n.inp: and permanent 
edncat:i.on, for this ne1..r situation ? At what ~ should. thP.se educational 
efforts be undertaken and how ? 

.;. 
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2. Is it not inevitable t}1at M.E. v.ri.ll hP- introducAd in our education 
system~ ? What is the eclucation notential of M.E. ? T,fuat will be the 
impact on !)rOP:TB-rnmes, learnine- processes, the trainine and adaptation of 
teachers ? 

B + n. Flnnloi'ffient and educationA.l conRequences 

3. ~Jhat about more regular movement hetV\reen perio(ls of inRtrnction, labour 
ano leisure time f,'i ven the importance of the ne1~ situation and in the frame
work of permanent education ? 

The 1.rorkinrr party consists of 10 Subcomi tt eeF> 

1. :Metal industry 
2. F,I cctronics 
3. Textiles 
[! .• ChP-mical~ and Ph.arma.c~uticRls 
5• lli. ntri hut ion 
6. Finance 
7• Medicine 
8. Fducation 
9• Telecommunication 

10. Small sized buein.ess and. sel f-emnloyed 

Up to nm-r, no reports have been nu.hlished by the w'Orkin~ !)arty • 
• 

3. Other government~! activities 

The Minist~r of Employment and Labour's Female Labour Commission or~nized 
October 1-2, 1981 a colloquim devoted to the impact of the new technoloey 
upon the emnloyment of women. The followin~ conclusions have been adopted: 

- the loss of jobs, due to the introduction of new technology may not 
he solved throu.c;h. the introduction of part-time work, but throup.:h a rrenernl 
and drastic reduction of working· hours ; 

- informatics should be on the pro~am.me of our technical schools. 
Additional training of teachers is indicated. 

- new technology may not 1. end to a return to hommvork. Human conta.cts 
are imnorta.nt • 

- conditions of work may not deteriorate 

- the installation of consultation committee~ at the firm level to 
monitor the introduction of new technologies is desireable. 

The ·!1nplo:yment Service orr.anizes courses on all aspects of inf"ormatics. 

The Ministff of Education has not so far 1mdertaken studies concernine 
the (social consequences of M.E. Horl'lever 75 minicomputers were delivered 
to the (R)enewed (S)econdary (E)du0ation for an equal number of schools. 
The Vth yeA-r of RS'P nas 2 hours "l.nfo:rmatics" per v:eek on its prop:ramme. 
Here things are ouv.~.ously only startine. 

./. 
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In 19n1 INNOVT l,,...,~ hncm cr~aterl. nn a broker for nPv.r te0hnology7 betv-reen 
fi'lnmi ~h Uni vor~i tier: a.nri Flemish Inn.u~tr-J, ineluflinf': looki nJS for r:i_r,k. 
"heE\rinr, canitr-tl. 1PhP. capital i~ 20 million BF; 1/3 of vrhich has been 
underwritten by the Flemish Regional Investm()nt Society; 1/3 by 5 
enternrises a..nn. th0 last third b:v four ho1n.int:!'R (1) • 

- f. ~ ~ 

II • 1l'RA TIE tT.NTON1 S POINr OF VIm 

Tradn 1mionf'l have recently been n:=t.ytne;- mor~ att~ntio11 to th8 ryossi b10 
consequenc~s of the introduction of M.~. 

A.t i. tf' Con7ess of April 2t1-26, 19Ro the Christi::tn ~.rle Union nnnP.-r1incn 
jn :i.tr. refm1uti.onn 0'11. "technolo,o::i.otll nevelopmen.tR" its I?Ordtive ctttitnn.c 
tov.Tftrd tenhnolo~cal in.no,mtion, hut expre:=~sed at the AamA thnf> its conct:>rn 
thA.t this P-honlri not d.estroy emnlo:vment anti that the beneficial nonsequences 
sho,lld alno fY'O to the '~'1'10rkerR. The CSG O.emandR that the introduction of' neN 
t~chnolo:oy should he actively monitored.. It insistR on ef',rly informatiol". and 
partird.pa.tion of the workerR in clecision makin.~ : th~t thP ne~.r tech:nolo:~! 

shonld contribute to the creation of ne,., jobs, that job security should be 
gnarantee~ as far as possible, aR well as qualifications, income and transfer 
to other functions. CostA re1ftted to trainin.t; or retraininp,- shorud be "born 
by entP.rprise introducine new technolo~. The esc has set up a work:in,c:, party 
to study the sub.ject further and makP- concrete proposa.lR. 

The Wlemish White Collar Wor~ers UnionR, (L.B.c.) affiliated ~~th the o.s.c. 
took "tAchnoloftical development· :. a chance or a. threat" as the main theme 
of its congress of 15-17 May 1981. The discussion took place on the basis 
of a study carried out by Prof • J. Bund.ervoet (K.u. Leuven) and A. Mok 
(H. Antwerp) and their "ollaborn.tors (1) • The study ~onsists of threA 
parts. The first nart deals with the impact of ne,.r tP.c:hnoloe:.v on white-collar 
workers on the hasis of research in difft:n'Ant sectors (ha.nks, chemicals, 
niPtribution, preAs, hospital laho~.tories and phe.rmacies). The second part 
is devoted to the irnymct on employeP.s of the introduction of new technology. 
Part III concentrates on the attitude of trade unions. 
In its second part the study concluded that it is exceptional-for employees 
and unions to participate in the O.ecision making concerning the introduction 
of new technology and that, if they are involved, there is not room 
left for influence, since all relevant decisionA have B.1ready been taken. 
The stuny also concludes that it is rtifficult. for employees to influence 
technological decisions si~ce the information is hard to obtain, the conse
quPncP-s of the introduction not eRsy to ;~Rp and because the consequences of 
the introduction are often contradictory or ~onflictine for the different 
gTOu~s of e~ployees involved. 

On the basis of this stuo.y the L.B.c. Con~~ress adopterl. 105 resolutions, 
whj_ch start from a ba.sic nosi. tive atti tune tov.rards the introduction of new 
t 8chnolo._3'Y• '!1he main noi nt R ar~ : 

- new technolo.n;:v should con.trihute to the humani7.ation of work; 
- loss of johs sho,.lld be compem::;ater1 throu~h A. better distribution of 

rtvailable .iobR and through work reduction of' wo-rkin.o: time ; 
- ne~r johs, eRpAc:i.8.lly thP hetter johR, shou1(~ 'hP. rt:>server1 for the 

nrer-tent emnloyees 
- job enrichment ; 

.;. 
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trainin~ and retra.inin~ to he paid by the employer ; 
prot~r.tion nf' privacy. Only data. r.oncernin:3' the employees which are 
neecied for the fullfilment of le~l pnrposeR ca.n be store0, 1•ri th ri :~ht 
of in-rorrr.ation anii. correction for the employees concerned ; 
timely r:tnd fnll information ; 
ne~otiation on the nature of the technolor,y ann. on the impact on jobR 
(number anr1 content) ; health, er,'3'0nomic aspects, safety, privacy ; 
job and income security 

- multinationalR ; 
- training of trade union experts. 

The JJ. B.c. proposes to conclude interindustry, induRtry and enterprise aereements 
to set the conditions under which new technoloe:y can be introduced and if=l 
in the pror.ess of drafting an overall f-ramework a.~eement, Norrb.c style. 

The Christian Teachers Union presented a paper noncerninp: educAtion and new 
technolo,~ at a UNESCO Coneress, held in Sept. 1981, in Geneva. The followin~ 
noints were taken : 
11 The New technolo.a;y ann its sonio-econom:i.c consequences present a threefold 
task for educators : 

- the trainine of qualified personnel 
- the nre .ration of new enerationf=l and the ~ioance of the ~resent gene-

ra.tion in a new technological/ environment ; 
the use of new technolocy for a qualitative and quantitative improveMent 
of education. 

The unions believe thr.tt nAw techno lory will not e]j minate teacher's jobs, on the 
~ontrA.ry. Attention j s also paid to "_self-study" device8 7 via the home computer. 

The -~~~~.J..l_e Worker~ TTnto~, affiliated with the Socia.li st Hnions asked its 
senrAtariat at its most recent Con~ress (24-25 April 1981) to follow deve
lopment8 in Mlt~ closely, in order -to p;-et the necessary expertise; the union 
A.Rked also fo:r control of introduction A.nd for ( re )training. 

The Bel >r:i.an li'ederation of 1ii1.t8l'prif1e~' Commi ttf:~e on F!ri.11r.atinn, 'rraininp," a.nd 
Or~nization of the L9.hour-market is nurrentJ.Jr 8tur1yin,o: micro-electronics in 
relation to vocational training. 

Fabrimeta.l, the Elnployers Fede:ra tion fo:r the Meta 1 vmrkin.~ Industry, has 
a.odresseo. a. message to schools in relation to the t:re.ininA' required for the 
metal working enterprif=le in the 19R5 ano the 1990's• On the basif=l of an 
inquiry in 42 enterprises, a reprAfientati ve sample for the industry, Fabrimetal 
startf=l from the .fa.~t that there i~ P. ~P betweP-n technicc=tl trainin,cs in schools 
and the needs of inclustry a.nci eoes on to formulate its needs and answers the 
question : what developments does the mr-;ta.l workint; ind1)stry foresee as far as 
evolution ond ur-;e of new technolop::i.es is concerneo, so that schools can adopt 
their pro~re.mme, f"::'r'· .. 1ates will get jobs more easily and industry will have 
more qualified personnel ? Fabrimeta.l is prepared to help schools develop 
profiles and teachi.n.o: pro~ramme adanted to the 1985-1990 period. 

./. 
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The Employers' Federation of the Chemical Indust!Y has created a working 
'!)A.rty, examining scientific and technical information and. d.omunentation. 
The working party has devoted attention to the social impact of ME. This 
research shows that the automatisation of the documentation services : 

- has had no impact on the number of jobs; 
- ha.s however led to a munber of job transfers : thP.re is less need for 

operations, but more need for pro,r:rammers ; 
- the level of qualification has been increased and staff potential is 

better used ; 
- no new staff has been hired, but exiRting- staff have been retrained ; 
- more time bename available for the use of the ~xistin~ documentation; the 

consequent better use of documentatio~ improved the use of the docu
mentaliRts as well ; 

- johs are more dynamic and en~iched ; 
- finally, automization has not completeJ.y elimina.terl manual handline of 

documents : both (ma.nual ha.nrllin.o; and au.tomi?.ation) are to lle looked_ on 
as complf~menta~r activities. 

In 1975 Mr. n. Janss~n (1) in his cFtT>B.city as Chairman of the Research Committee 
addressed a letter to the Universities askinp;- for fundamFmtal training of all 
scientists in the a.rea of "on line re!=tearch" • This proposal led to the creation 
of a nnmber of new pro~rammes in different universities. 

Finally the Federation of Chemical Industries Eldheres to the TJNICE position 
conr.ernin.o: the r.onfidentiali ty of dF<,tft stored in the framework of the Euronet 
pro~mme. In this position UNICE1 s stresses the need for discretion clauses 
iYl the contracts of personnel employefl Rt the information centres, the limi
tation of the use of nata. about sr>ecific fmte-rr>riseR anrl the ljke. 

1rhe Federation of Be.l(ci.an Distribution Enternrises 

This Fede:rtttion comes to the conclusion that the introduction of new technolop,y 
does not reduce job content ; on the contrary, the Federation says, studies 
a.nd experience shows that workin?: conditions become more attractive, a number 
of horinP,' tasks are a.utoma.ted, decisions and control more d.ecentrali zed, more 
time is available for tasks with responsibility and hrainwork. The Federation 
illw~tre.tes thi 1=1 by examples noncern:i.n~ purchasin:':• ( e.p;. more time for commer
cial tasks), storin~ (e.p.;. elimination of manual handlinp; of ~ods on the 
assembly line) and electronic cash diP.pensin~; • For the last point the Weds
ration remarK:s that cashiers, nsinp; electronic equipment are less nervour-i than 
before since they no longer have to fear failn_res when enterine the nrices of 
the e-oods sold. 

The Federation underlines the f_l;'reater need for trai:nin.~ providing flexibility 
for employees and for specialists, canable of handling the new technolop;ies. 

li'inally, the Federation concludes that the introduction of new technology will 
have only a rnn.r""inal imnaci; on the nmnber of .iohs, since the kind of v-rork to 
be performed in commerce, warehouses, hyper- and supermarkets and in specialized 
shops is insufficiently repetitive to be pro.::;ra.mmed. 11'1 distribution most of 
the work is done manuall~r, snnnorted b:r machines to liP.:hten the manual effort. 
Only in the area of infomatics will R.utomization plc=ty an important role, but 
here the impact 1·-rill be tempered by the .c:;radual introduction of nev1 techniques. 

(1) rfue actual president of the Belnjan FederH.tion of Enterprises • 

. /. 
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MorAover, as thP. Federation innica:tor., employment jncrea.fwd in 1979 a.nd 1980 
in thm~e enterprises in which n~v.r tAchnolo.q;-ies have already been introduced 
(teleprocessing, PlActronicn cash disoensers • ••) 

Finally, the creation of consultations centres should be noted. Such one was 
established. in Sept. 1980 at the Univer~ite du Travail of Charleroi. This 
service will orr~nize a, permanent exhibition of micro-compntern and will g"i ve 
ad.vioe, especially to small- und mcdium.-sized enterprises concerninr~ the choice 
of hardware and software, the elaboration of pro:~amme and training of purcha
sers (for the purchasing· of nddi tional mat erial and equipment) • 

IV. THE PRESS SECTOR : THE 1980 COLLEI!'l'IVE AGRF.!BNENT 

National collective a~reement waP> concluded on the 6th of February 1980 
between the printinp; nnions and the Belg·ian Press Association in whicp. a 
clear demarcation was made between the tasks of journalists and print~rs. 
The employers had tried to introduced a l!VOrk scheme whereby the journalists 
could store their texts in the computer memory as tvell as texts cornine from 
news agencies and from other data sources, recC1.ll texts, and redraft clirectly 
on the computer. 

This provoked a toueh reaction from the unions, which demanded that the tech
nical tasks of fabrication be exclusively reserved to the printers. The 
Federation of Bel::,ian Press ( journa.lists) j_mm~diately aclmm·rledged that they 
rlid. not want jonrnC~,lists to en~e-P- :i.n technical johs. After a ~topp~:;e of 
2 hours on December 27 t 1979 ?, oollecti ve 8 rTCAment \'J8,f) nezotiat ea. It v.:ras 
A . .a:reed that the introrluction and manipulation of tP.Yt.R, electronic nrinting 
( throu:~h film, d:Lsco •••) intencl.ed to fabricate print in:~ 9lateR fo!' rotar'IJ 
r>rAsRes for ne1·rs!)anP.rR 7 or e("'J_'uivc.1ent \)roducts, 111]01:tld col"!.stitute a, mononoly 
for the printers. The r;ame ,~ef-i fo-r the <'.rlvertj_sin.~ de":)artment. It vrt.s 
a.O'ree~. that pri 'tlt ~?rs 0oulrl vmrk ~-., the vJri ti ng rooms ann/ or in the C!,dverti zh1.3' 
roomr-.. Job clnsRifications ~rer~ ndantPd. 't'he fl ?;Teement also covers protection 
of the health of the employee : vrork v.ri.th screens has to be orm:tni 'Zerl so that 
it is nej_th8r prot:rA.cterl nor rontinuons. A. minimum stanrlarct has been built 
in : ma.ximum 2 hours intensi~re ?.Ylrl continuous T.ror'k:: on the Rcr~en anrl alternF.!
tive v.rork for 10 to 15 minutes mtnimum, hefore startinr~ a new periorl. of t\•TO 
hour~. Job securttv and_ inr.ornA R00nri ty are provided for. Tre.inincr for nev.r 
techniques is preferentit=tlly "l"c.:->erved for employees of the dApartment 0oncerned 
in the ahsence of sufficiently rpJ_ali fien employees, workers of other departments 
of the same enterprise may be callen_ unon. Fmployees leavine the enterprise 
volu.ntarily or throuP,h retirement o:r death v--rlll not he replaced, ih such 
replacement is not justifien.. 

V. RESEARCH 

Research on the ~ocial impact of the introduction of neH technolopjes is only 
startine and still mea.p-er, both as noncerns content a,nd number of researchers 
involved. The follm·rin'?.' iR a list of the mo~t important studies undertaken : 

1. Imuact on emplo ent in the .O'rou GB-INND-BM ( ifistrioution) (French) 
(Sept. 19 . • :; 3earch undertaken Nith the p;uidance of Prof. Thys 
(u. Bruxelles), Van Lommel en Th.ierR (u. Anttll]eT"!'en). 

.;. 
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a nhance o~ a threat. (Flemish) 
II. 

3. Trade union strate. and te~hnolordcal evolution in the elentronical 
sector. Flemish 

Sept • 1981) • A sociolor:,:i.cal inquiry by Prof • Bund.ervoet en MrtrtenR 
u. Leuven) concernin~ information and trade union reaction in three 

mul tinfl,tional enterpriseR. 

4• Societal conse uences of the introduction of the chi technolo , 
(Flemish 
(Dec. 1981). An historical, sociolocical and economic inquiry by Profs. 
Van Rompu en Devreese focusing on the qualitative and ~tantitative impact 
on jobs and the relationships bet~reen orp.;anization - technoloey rtnd labour ~ 
manaeement. 

5• work (F1eMish) 
(1979-19.2. • A socioloGical analysiR of the relation between technolo
gical developments and labour market problems undertaken by Drs. F. 
Van der Auwero., under the ~dance of Prof. A. ~lfok) (u. Antwerpen). 
Case Rtu~.ieE. will be undertaken in the inm.J.ra,nce and hospi tR-1 sectors. 

6. Social conse uences of M.E. FlPmish) 
(19 1-19 2 Study u.Y!.clertaken by the same team as under 5 and ~rhich 
concentrates - cia interviews - on a quali tati ,,e nna.lysis of the 
information processes in the insurance sector. 

7 • Micro-electronics in the Service Sector· (English) 
Study nndertaken by the same team as 5 Which envisages an international 
comparison of the effects of M.E. in a number of tertiary enterprises ( 
(banks, hospitals, distribution ••• ) on the basis of case studies. 
Countries involved : Bele,ium, France, F.R. Germany, Poland, Yugoslavia, 
the U.K. and the u.s.A. 

8. Technolo a;ica 1 evolution : study of its effect on job a,nd consumption 
(French) 
Ergonomic or pRycho-sociolo,r;_c sturty under the f.,Uidance of Prof. Gaussin 
(u. I.ouvain.). This study concentrates on chanc;es in job content and_ the 
mental ann nervous burden for the individual, e.s Nell as the societal 
chan~es ( orp.:anization of beha:viours of 1~oups and perf:\ons) due to infor
matics. 

9• The consequences of telemat:i.ns for the or~.ni7.ation of. 't'~~'Ork (French) 
Study undertal<:en by Prof. Pichault M.F. (law, u. Liege) 

10. Consequences of automation for ~he organization processes of an enter
prise. 
Stud~r nndcrtnken by the Ip;h.E-r Institute for IP.bour ( Sociolop::y - u. Leuven) 

11. ~.~nomi~ (French) 
Sept. 17-"TIC19, 1<)81 Prof. GAUSSIN or{tB.nized A-t the u. Louvain an interna- · 
tional non,.;ress on "ert~nomy of mental activities" related to neN technolo
Vf• 400 participants were present and 60 r.ommunina.tions Nere p;iven (1). 

(1) Proe;ramme defini ti f'. Resume deR comrmmications, 75 P• 
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